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Introduction n 

Quasi-particless play an important role in physics and form the key to the under-
standingg of many phenomena. The most famous example is found in Landau's 
Fermii  liquid theory, which uses quasi-particles that are 'dressed1 versions of the 
originall  particles in the system. This theory has been very successful in describing 
thee properties of for example liquid He3 and normal metals. Another successful 
theoryy in which quasi-particles play an important role is BCS-theory of supercon-
ductivityy in which the excitations over the ground-state are broken BCS-pairs or 
Bogoliubovv quasi-particles. Both theories show that identification of the correct 
ground-statee and the correct quasi-particle excitations simplifies the description of 
thee physics, and allows an description of the phenomenon with only a few effective 
parameters. . 
Inn fractional quantum Hall systems (fqH-systems) many important aspects of the 
loww temperature and low energy dynamics of the system are captured by a one-
dimensionall  edge theory. In lower dimension new possibilities for the nature of 
quasi-particless open up. Most notably, low dimensional systems can possess quasi-
particless with fractional charge and statistics . 
Thee study of these quasi-particles forms an active field of research. However, an ap-
proachh which describes interactions between two fqH-systems using quasi-particles 
withh fractional quantum numbers has been missing in literature. Until now such 
interactionss were mostly studied within bosonized versions of the theories. In this 
thesiss we will use the quasi-particles with fractional charge and statistics to de-
scribee tunneling between two fqH-systems. 

Thee material in this thesis has been organized as follows. To motivate our choice of 
quasi-particless for fqH-edges, we present some of the general theory of fqH-systems. 
Wee use Laughlin's gauge argument to extract the charge structure of the edge and 
wee use Wen's hydrodynamical picture to find the chiral Luttinger liquid which 
describess fractional quantum Hall edges at simple filling  fractions. We give a short 
introductionn to quasi-particle tunneling experiments and theories. For our purposes 
itt is important that these experiments confirm the statements about the charge of 
thee quasi-particles on the fractional quantum Hall edge. We will conclude that it is 
desirablee to see if a theoretical picture which is closer to the usual interpretation of 
thesee experiments can be constructed. With the existing bosonic description it is 
hardd to decide whether the correlations in a tunneling current between fqH-edges 
cann be accounted for by unusual properties of quasi-particles. 
Thee first step in the direction of a full quasi-particle description of a fqH-edge is 
aa quasi-particle formulation of the thermodynamics of the U(l) conformal field 
theoryy (CFT) which describes an fqH-edge in isolation. We separated this anal-
ysiss in two parts: first, ch. 2, a state counting procedure and secondly, ch. 3, a 
recursivee construction of the partition sum. We will give an explicit derivation of 
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thee distribution functions of edge quasi-particles using the recursive construction 
off  the partition sum. In principle the distribution functions can be obtained from 
thee state counting procedure, but the recursive construction of the partition sum 
seemss to be the more elegant, and the more general method to obtain the distribu-
tionn functions. The chapter on state counting makes an explicit connection with 
literaturee on generalized exclusion statistics and makes clear the conceptual differ-
encee between generalized exclusion statistics and the spectral shift statistics found 
inn r ( l ) -CFT. 
Then,, the second step is to study form factors which describe addition and re-
movall  of edge quasi-particles. We used Jack polynomial technology and explicit 
calculationss with the operator algebra to find information about these form factors. 
Thee third and last step is to combine the form factors with the distribution func-
tionss to obtain the Green's functions needed to describe finite temperature trans-
portt between two edges. This last step we performed numerically for a few examples 
andd for these examples comparison with known exact results shows that the quasi-
particlee approach is very effective. It gives good approximations to the exact result 
takingg into account only one and two quasi-particle processes. 

Ourr results show that, in fractional quantum Hall systems, quasi-particles with 
fractionall  exclusion statistics can be used to do (perturbative) calculations of trans-
portt properties at finite temperature and bias voltages. For many similar quantum 
impurityy problems exact solutions are not available. We expect that our approach 
cann be extended to these problems. 
Onee of the most important lessons from the whole analysis is that it is incorrect to 
thinkk of the fqH-edge quasi-particles as satisfying Haldane's generalized exclusion 
statistics,, which in this context is a too naive generalization of concepts which are 
applicablee to bosons and fermions. Furthermore, it is also misleading to think of 
thesee quasi-particles as an ideal gas satisfying a straightforward second quantized 
description.. Instead it is possible to describe the equilibrium behavior of the col-
lectivee quantum numbers in energy space using distribution functions to indicate 
thee occupation of a collective quantum number. 
Anotherr important lesson learned is about the nature of the quasi-particle statistics, 
forr which we propose the terminology spectral shift statistics. It is a new concept 
off  statistics, which has often been called generalized exclusion statistics because 
itt leads to the same state counting. The reason to make the distinction between 
generalizedd exclusion statistics and spectral shift statistics is that the conceptual 
differencess between the two are reflected in the physics. The need for a form factor 
approachh is immediately clear from spectral shift statistics whereas generalized 
exclusionn statistics is in essence a second quantized description which shows no 
directt need for incorporating non-trivial form factors. 
Yett another important lesson from this analysis concerns the way the non-equilibrium 
behaviorr of twro weakly coupled fractional quantum Hall systems can be described 
withinn the tunneling Hamiltonian approach. The Green's functions in the two sub-
systemss can be constructed from products of the equilibrium distribution functions 
forr the collective quantum numbers with irreducible matrix elements {{ f j}|Ö|{f,} ) 
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off  the operator O = ^^{f)^(f) . For non-interacting fermions the Green's func-
tionn would simply reduce to a Fenni-Dirac distribution, but for non-interacting 
quasi-parr tides satisfying fractional spectral shift statistics the correct expression 
wil ll  be 

<e}r =£<{^ioi{ej)nM ^^  (o.i) 
wheree riT(e,) is the distribution function for quasi-particle species i. Although 
thiss expression looks conceptually simple, the evaluation is difficult because the 
calculationss needed to obtain the (irreducible) matrix elements are involved and 
wee have not yet obtained a complete picture of their mathematical properties. 
Thee validity of the quasi-particle approach has been tested in the third step. We 
calculatedd approximate electron Green's functions for the v — ~ fqH-edge. and 
wee did a more complete calculation for a v' =  ̂ theory, which obeys a much 
simplerr algebra. Although the fillin g fraction v' — | is not an allowed fqH-fillmg 
fractionn it provides a useful testing ground for the quasi-particle approach. As we 
mentionedd before, what we found is that taking into account only one and two 
quasi-particlee processes we already obtained very good agreement of the quasi-
particlee approximation with the exact, result. 
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Fractionall  Quantum Hall 
Edges s 

Inn this chapter, wo provide an overview of some of the existing knowledge on 
fractionall  quantum Hall edges and we explain why wc developed the formalism 
thatt we present, in the rest of this thesis. 
Thiss chapter starts with a short review of the fractional quantum Hall effect and 
thee theory for the bulk. After this we focus on the edge theories. We determine 
thee charge structure of fractional quantum Hall edges using a combination of well-
knownn gauge arguments [53. 34]. We present Wen's hydro-dynamical picture [81]. 
whichh leads to the chiral Luttinger liquid description, and we introduce the opera-
torss representing the allowed fractionally and integer charged excitations. Then we 
devotee a section to the theoretical and experimental results obtained in the study 
off  point-contacts. We introduce the tunneling Hamiltonian and the expression for 
thee tunneling current we will use in later chapters. W7e briefly discuss the results 
obtainedd by renormalization group studies [46] and exact TBA solutions [22]. In 
parallell  we present the results of tunneling I-V [19, 28] and shot-noise [62. 69] mea-
surements.. We conclude with a section in which we explain how the theoretical 
andd experimental results reviewed in this chapter have motivated us to develop the 
quasi-particlee formulation presented in the following chapters of this thesis. 

1.11 The Fractional Quantum Hall Effect 

Inn 1982 the fractional quantum Hall effect was discovered by Tsui. Störmer and 
Gossardd [80]. In very clean GaAs-heterostructures they observed a plateau in the 
Hall-resistancee Bti corresponding to a fractional value OH — R  ̂ ~ \T °^ t n e 

conductance.. The next year Laughlin [52] proposed a variational wavefunction 
fromm which many features of the fractional quantum Hall plateaus at simple fillin g 
fractionss v — - could be extracted. The Laughlin wave-function is characterized 
byy its topological order. It can be found using very basic considerations about 
electronss in the lowest Landau level. At electron densities typical for the simple 
fillin gg fractions the electrons are restricted to the lowest Landau level because they 
aree separated from the higher Landau levels by the Landau level spacing h^. 
whichh is of the order of meV for typical magnetic fields of (1 — 10 T). This is larger 
thenn the energy kBT « 0.5/ieV . .. O.lmeV for T in the range 5mK . .. IK . which 
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100 20 
MAGNETICC FIELD (Tesla) 

Figuree 1.1: Fractional quantum Hall effect, the data show the characteristic 
plateauss structure in the Hall-resistance Ru and the simultaneous vanishing of 
thee longitudinal resistance R as a function of the magnetic field. Picture taken 
fromm [1] 

aree typical temperatures at. which these experiments are performed. It is therefore 
reasonablee to assume that the many-body wave-function can be expressed in single 
particlee wave-functions restricted to the lowest Landau level. Furthermore the wave 
functionn should be totally antisymmetric and it should be an eigenfunction of total 
angularr momentum. These constraints plus the assumption that the wave function 
iss of the Jast row-form lead to a variational ground state wave-function [51, 52], the 
Laughlinn wave-function. 

$ $ ')) = nfo rr<kY<kY e' f - i T T T Z - jj  z'zl ï.r r 
j<k j<k 

forr the v = -t fractional quantum Hall state. 
Withh the improvement of sample growing technology more and more fractions with 
oddd denominator appeared in the experiments. These quantum Hall states are best 
describedd by the Jain hierarchy based on the composite fermion picture [44]. For 
thee composite fermion picture it is assumed that the strongly interacting electron 
systemm maps into a system of weekly interacting composite fermions. A composite 
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fermionn is an electron with an even number of flux quanta attached to it. The easiest 
wayy to think of this is that the coulomb interaction tries to keep the electrons apart. 
Thiss creates an area around every electron which is avoided by other electrons. A 
partt of the flux in this area and the electron can now be seen as one particle. If 
wee apply this argument to every electron we get a new system of composites which 
experiencee a reduced magnetic field. 
Thee flux attached to an electron is chosen such that the resulting composite is 
againn a fermion. Because of this, these particles will fill  composite fermion Landau 
levelss . In general, an integer quantum Hall state for these composite fermions 
wil ll  correspond to a fractional quantum Hall state for the original electrons. If we 
attachh 2m flux quanta to the electrons the fillin g fractions will be related by 

wheree v denotes the true fillin g fraction and v* denotes the integer filling  fraction 
forr composite fermions. 
Recently,, more exotic plateaus were found at higher filling  fractions v > 2. These 
plateauss cannot, be explained by the composite fermion picture alone. The plateaus 
att even denominator filling  fractions can only be explained by introducing new 
physicall  processes like electron or composite fermion pairing. We will not discuss 
thesee more exotic quantum Hall states and when we refer to fractional quantum 
Halll  states it will be implicit that we refer to fillin g fractions ^ < v < 1. The 
lowerr bound is introduced here because the two dimensional electron gas will form 
aa Wigner crystal at lower densities. 
Laughlin'ss variational wave function and the composite fermion picture lead to a 
goodd description of the physics at the plateaus but they do not explain the fractional 
quantumm Hall effect. To explain it one has to study the effects of disorder in the 
presencee of long range coulomb interactions. In a pure system without disorder the 
quantumm Hall effect would not be observed and the wave-functions proposed above 
wouldd be good variational ground state only for a discrete set of filling  fractions. 
Thatt the presence of disorder is crucial can be learned from a closer look at non-
interactingg composite fermions. If there was only a Landau level structure the 
Fermi-energyy would make discrete jumps if one varies the magnetic field. On 
loweringg the magnetic field some of the composite fermions would move to a higher 
compositee fermion Landau level and give an extra contribution to the conduction. 
Noo plateaus would be observed; in fact the conductance would simply be inversely 
proportionall  to the magnetic field. However due to the presence of disorder these 
compositee fermions go to localized states at energies neighboring the extended 
states.. If we lower the magnetic field in the presence of disorder the Fermi energy 
cann increase gradually and the composite fermions leaving the extended states are 
localizedd and do not contribute to the conduction. The current will be carried by 
thee extended states below the Fermi level, until the moment the magnetic field has 
changedd so much that the Fermi energy reaches the next Landau level. 
Too explain that in this scenario the conductance will maintain its quantized value 
overr the plateaus the Laughlin gauge argument is needed. This argument shows 
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thatt the presence of weak disorder does not change the Hall conductance. We will 
present,, this argument in the next section, where we discuss the charge structure 
off  the edge. 
Followingg Laughlin's discovery of the variational wave functions, several generaliza-
tionss [35. 30] preceding Jain's composite fermion picture were proposed to describe 
plateauss at non-simple fillin g fractions v ^ -. For these hierarchy schemes Landau-
Ginzburg-Chern-Simonss theories were proposed by several authors [10, 86. 87. 67, 
88.. 26, 25]. Blok and Wen [10] showed that for one fillin g fraction the different 
hierarchyy schemes often lead to the same physics. Furthermore, they used gauge 
invariancee of the fqH-system with boundary to obtain the edge theory directly from 
thee Chern-Simons theory describing the bulk. 

Al ll  the theories we discussed so far are more or less phenomenological attempts to 
describee the fractional quantum Hall plateaus. Recently, a unifying field theory for 
thee fractional quantum Hall effect [65. 75. 74] has been developed from microscopic 
considerations.. It takes into account all important aspects: disorder, long-range 
interactionss and strong magnetic field. Some of the most recent experimental sur-
prisess in quantum Hall systems, like the continuously varying tunneling exponent, 
cann be understood starting from the insights obtained in this theory. 

1.22 Gauge Arguments and Fractional Charge 

Gaugee arguments play an important role in the theory of the quantum Hall ef-
fects.. Laughlin used a gauge argument to explain the quantization of the integer 
quantumm Hall effect, and in the first paper mentioning the fractional quantum Hall 
effectt Tsui, Störmer and Gossard used this argument to postulate the existence 
off  fractionally charged excitations. Later Laughlin used a gauge argument, to de-
scribee how the Laughlin wave function responds to the addition of a flux quantum 
farr away from the position were the flux is added. This gauge argument plus the 
usee of Schrieffers counting argument led him to propose quasi-particle excitations 
inn the bulk. We will refer to these bulk quasi-particles as Laughlin quasi-particles. 
InIn this section we will use the gauge argument to obtain the charge structure of the 
fractionall  quantum Hall edge (fqH-edge). The charged edge excitations or edge 
quasi-particless will be called edge-electron or edge-hole if they have unit charge 
andd quasi-hole or quasi-electron (without the adjective Laughlin) if they have frac-
tionall  charge. We will use the terminology quasi-particles to refer to all collective 
particle-likee excitations or to refer to the fractionally charged excitations only. 
AA way to think about the quantization of the conductance [34, 64] and quasi-
holee charge is in terms of a so-called ideal system in which a fractional charge 
iss transferred from one edge to the other. This ideal system consists of a two 
dimensionall  electron gas (2 DEG) living on a disk. This disk has three rings: an 
innerr ring forming a 2 DEG without disorder, a ring forming a 2 DEG but in the 
presencee of disorder, and an outer ring forming a 2 DEG without disorder again. 
Apartt from the disorder these rings are the same: they have the same electron 
densityy and the magnetic field is constant over the whole sample. 
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Figuree 1.2: Ideal quantum Hall system, a region with disorder protected by two 
puree guard rings. The \i\ denote electro-chemical potentials and I denotes the 
directionn of the current. Picture after [34, 64]. 

Iff  by tuning the magnetic field we bring the inner and outer rings in the fractional 
quantumm Hall state at filling  fraction v there are two possible results. Either the 
disorderr in the middle ring is large and there are no extended states in this ring 
orr the disorder is milder and there still exist extended states in the middle ring. 
Itt is the latter situation in which the middle ring is in a fractional quantum Hall 
state.. For the integer quantum Hall effect Halperin argued that in this situation 
thee system will show the characteristic quantized Hall conductance. He used a 
gaugee argument originally formulated by Laughlin in a geometry without the extra 
innerr and outer guard rings. This gauge argument can be generalized to fractional 
quantumm Hall systems [64] assuming the ground state in the bulk is unique and 
exhibitss a gap. Here we present the argument in a form which closely resembles 
Laughlin'ss construction of quasi-particles in the bulk. It will lead us to the charge 
structuree of the edges. 

Iff  we adiabatically insert a flux quantum through the inner area, the ground state 
wave-functionn will be a ground state of the Hamiltonian during the the process. 
Afterr the addition the Hamiltonian returns to its original value up to a gauge 
transformationn . However, in the process charge may be transferred from the outer 
edgee to the inner edge or vice versa depending on the sign of the inserted flux. 
Too see how much charge is transfered we first consider how the one electron wave-
functionss in the lowest Landau level respond to the addition of flux. If we add 
aa flux o in the hole the single electron eigenfunctions of the angular momentum 
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operatorr respond as 

: V ÏÏ  z'2 -* zm+^e-i =2. (1.3) 

andd after the addition of a complete flux quantum o0 we have. 

; V ^ ' 22 -+z e-ïW2. (1.4) 

Wee see that the one-particle states have all moved one position in the spectrum 
off  the angular momentum operator. In this situation we can apply SchriefFer's 
countingg argument: the charge transported from one edge to the other will be 
equall  to the average charge per one electron state. Since on average, these states 
aree occupied by u electrons, we conclude that a charge 

e*e* =  (1.5) 

iss transferred from one edge to the other. 
Becausee we have returned to the old Hamiltonian we have created a new eigenstate 
off  the Hamiltonian. The energy of this state is set by the difference in electro-
chemicall  potential between the inner and outer edge. In principle a calculation 
off  this energy change would involve the Coulomb interactions within the ideal 
quantumm Hall system. However, the simple argument given here gives the correct 
answerr because the gauge argument gives an exact relation between the inserted 
fluxflux and the charge transfer. We now created a paradox: we can seemingly raise or 
lowerr the total energy by transporting electrons from one edge to the other although 
wee assumed the system is in the ground state. The paradox can be resolved by 
notingg that though the bulk is in the ground state the edges are not and it is the 
uniquenesss of the bulk ground state we used to determine how much charge was 
transportedd from one edge to the other. 
Wee can now calculate the Hall conductance by relating two expressions for the 
energyy change due to the addition of one flux quantum. 

AEAE = - ( / /2 - / i i ) v e 

A E = - - 0 OO (1-6) 
c c 

wheree we inserted the flux in the same direction as the existing magnetic field and 
chargee — ue is moved from the outer edge to the inner edge. 
Identifyingg (ju2 - //i) = Vu we get for the Hall conductance 

II  e.c e2 

VHVH 0o h 

andd we see that in the presence of the disorder the conductance is still quantized. 
Afterr insertion of a flux we reobtain the original Hamiltonian for the 2 DEG. 
andd thus we know that the state we obtained is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian 
correspondingg to an (de)excitation of the original system before the flux addition. 
Fromm this argument, we see that, there are fractional charged excitations at the 
quantumm Hall edges. An energy fi = —fiiue excitation with charge —ue at the 
innerr edge and an energy e  ̂— p-ive excitation with charge ue at the outer edge. 
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1.33 Effective Edge Theories 

Thee low energy dynamics of a quantum Hall system is confined to the edge which 
exhibitss gap-less edge modes. Halperin [35] showed how the dynamics at an integral 
quantumm Hall plateaus can be described by a one dimensional Fermi-liquid theory. 
Laterr Landauer and Biittiker [57] gave a formalism to describe measurements on 
multi-terminall  geometries taking the edge channels with quantized conductances 
ass a starting point. 
Thee real breakthrough came in 1990 with Wen's [81] proposal to take the chiral 
Luttingerr liquid (,\LL ) as an effective theory for the fractional quantum Hall 
edge.. The \LL description predicts electron tunneling exponents, which makes 
itt possible to test its validity in tunneling experiments. We will discuss these 
tunnelingg experiments in some detail in the next section. 
Thee predictions of the \LL have been partially confirmed in experiments, but also 
somee serious problems have been found. For the simple fillin g fractions - the \LL 
iss well understood as an effective theory for the edge at the center of a plateaus. 
Forr states higher in the hierarchy non-universal conductances are predicted [48] 
butt they are not found in the experiments. The experiments show no qualitative 
differencesdifferences between the simple and non-simple fillin g fractions. Several possibilities 
too cure this problem were proposed. A cure at a fundamental level was found by 
Skoricc and Pruisken [75] who showed that when the Coulomb forces are taken into 
accountt universal behavior of the edges at long distances is obtained. 
Furthermore,, in experiment it was found that the tunneling exponent shows no 
plateauss but instead varies linearly with the fillin g fraction. This behavior was 
explainedd in the neighborhood of the center of a integer quantum Hall plateaus [65] 
andd soon extended to fractional quantum Hall plateaus [75]. The structure obtained 
fromm the effective edge theory obtained from a Ginzburg-Landau-Chern-Simons 
theoryy describing the bulk fractional quantum Hall plateaus will correctly describe 
thee short distance physics of these systems. However in tunneling experiments the 
longg distance physics is probed and the details of the bulk quantum Hall system 
becomee important. An analysis of a bulk quantum Hall system with long range 
disorderr shows that the excess charge will be collected in regions with another fillin g 
fraction.. The coulomb interaction of the edges of these regions with the outer edge 
givee rise to an effective edge theory which is a chiral Luttinger liquid as before but 
parameterizedd by the fillin g fraction instead of the Hall conductance [75]. 
Wee will here introduce the \LL along the lines of Wen's [81] hydro-dynamical 
approach.. We pointed out above that there are some limitations to this approach. 
Forr simple fillin g fractions at the center of a plateaus, however, the validity is 
undisputed.. These simple fillin g fractions are the main focus of later chapters and 
aa more elaborate discussion of the non-simple fillin g fractions is not needed here. 
Att a center of a plateau the bulk of a quantum Hall system is incompressible and 
loww energy excitations are only found at the edge. For the electrons at the edge 
thee drift velocity is given by 
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wheree E is electric field due to a potential confining the electrons to the quantum 
Halll  system. The edge excitations, which are deformations of the edge in the 
groundd state, move with the drift velocity along the edge. If we call the direction 
alongg the edge J: the deformation of the edge in the perpendicular y direction is 
describedd by h{x) which is directly related to the one dimensional excess charge 
densityy p(x) on the edge p(x) = nh(x) where n =  I//2TTI$ is the two dimensional 
chargee density. 
Becausee of the bulk incompressibility the charge on the edge is conserved and using 
j(x)j(x) — vp(x) we get the wave equation 

dtp-vddtp-vdxxpp = 0, (1-9) 

whichh describes deformations of the edge traveling in one direction only. This 
equationn is the chirality constraint. The deformation energy is the work done by 
movingg the excess charge against the electric field E. The effective Hamiltonian 
forr the edge is 

H=H=  fdx\ehpE = fdxiz-p2. (1.10) 

Thee Fourier modes pk of p(x), 

PkPk = -^Jdxe2^p(x), (1.11) 

aree used to rewrite the conservation law and the Hamiltonian 

2m2m , 
PkPk = -j-vkpk 

H=^TpH=^Tpkkp.p.kk
22f.f. (1.12) 

k>0 k>0 

Iff  we take pk with k > Oas a canonical coordinate we find the momenta pk — ~j.P-k-
Iff  we apply canonical quantization, i.e. we put \pk,Pk'\ — i&kk1 < we get the U{\) 
Kac-Moodyy algebra describing the edge excitations. 

[pk,pk'\[pk,pk'\ ~ vkÓk+k>  with k,k'eZ 

[H,p[H,pkk]=vk]=vk 22lplpkk.. (1.13) 

Addingg an electron to the edge will change the charge on the edge by one unit 
chargee and therefore the electron operator should satisfy 

[p(x),J[p(x),J (x')}(x')} = -6(x-x')J (x'). (1.14) 

Thiss leads to the following vertex-operator representation of the electron on the 
edge e 

J-(x)=e-^,J-(x)=e-^, (1.15) 

wheree if is defined by p — y/vdxif. 
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InIn the gauge argument explaining the exactness of the conductance quantization 
wee found that the edges support fractionally charged excitations p*  with charge 

[p{x)>[p{x)>  ^(x')] =  - x'^ix'). (1.16) 

Thesee fractionally charged excitations can also be represented by vertex-operators 

)) = e ^ . (1.17) 

AA remark is to be made here. The fractionally charged excitations always come 
inn clusters of integer total charge, and to have a fractional charge on one edge it 
shouldd be connected by a fractional quantum Hall bulk to another edge with an 
oppositee fractional charge. An example of such a situation is found in the Corbino 
discc geometry in the gauge argument after transferring one charge from the outer 
edgee to the inner edge. 
Usingg the propagator for the <p, 

( V ? ( J \ * M 0 , 0 ))) = -\n(x -vt) + const. (1.18) 

thee electron and the quasi-particle propagators at zero temperature can be calcu-
latedd directly 

1 1 

{x-vt)t' {x-vt)t' 

1 1 
(x(x - vty' 

(1.19) ) 

Fromm the form of the electron propagator we can see that it only describes an 
electronn satisfying fermionic exchange statistics correctly for simple fillin g fractions 
^^ with p odd. For other fillin g fractions the vertex operator is not fermionic and 
extraa bosonic fields are needed to describe the electron correctly. 

1.44 Inter Edge Tunneling 

Inn standard two or four terminal measurements of the quantum Hall effect chiral 
Luttingerr liquid properties are probed only indirectly. These measurements amount 
too measuring the Hall conductance and do not probe the power law behavior of the 
Green'ss functions typical for Luttinger liquid behavior. It is, however, possible to 
testt this power law behavior in tunneling experiments which probe the dynamics 
off  particles settling into the edge. 
Pointt contacts are often used for tunneling experiments. Because of their simplic-
ityy they form an ideal theoretical and experimental testing ground in mesoscopic 
physics.. In the point-contacts we will discuss in this section two fqH-edges are 
broughtt close together. They interact via tunneling processes. The \LL physics 

(J(J++ (x,t)(x,t) J- (0,0)) = 

(>+(:r,t)0-(O,O))) = 
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expressess itself in the non-linear power-law dependence of the tunneling current 
onn the bias voltage, gate voltage and temperature [81, 46, 22]. The charge of 
thee tunneling quasi-particles expresses itself in the current-fluctuations in the low 
temperaturee regime (shot-noise) and we will argue that the crossover regime be-
tweenn shot-noise and thermal noise can only be described taking into account the 
statisticss and the correlations of the quasi-particles. 

1.4.11 Tunneling Hamiltonian and IV-characteristics 

Ourr starting point for an analysis of tunneling is the tunneling Hamiltonian [4, 7]. 
Thee evaluation of the current to lowest order in the transmission amplitudes gives 
risee to an equation for the tunneling current which shows that for low bias voltages 
thee behavior of a point-contact can be described by the edge Green's functions of 
thee tunneling particles. The tunneling Hamiltonian contains three parts of which 
twoo parts Hi and H2 describe the two uncoupled subsystems and the third part is 
thee interaction Ht term, 

HH = H1+H2 + Ht. (1.20) 

Thee Hamiltonians Ht describe \LL  :s at fillin g vx and are copies of the Hamiltonian 
describingg a single edge in isolation, eq. 1.10, 

ffff .. = H i y ; ^ k (i.2i) 
k>0 k>0 

Thee tunneling Hamiltonian will depend on whether we tunnel through the bulk of 
aa quantum Hall system, where the tunneling quasi-particles will be the fractionally 
chargedd bulk excitations 

HHUqhUqh = £ { 7 ? ^ ; - < #+ + R%qp\~^+Y (1-22) 
kq kq 

orr through 'vacuum1 i.e. a barrier which is not a quantum Hall system where the 
tunnelingg current will exist of electrons, 

Ht,e-Ht,e- = £ { r f t g j J ' - J? '+ +T* kqJ?-J1
k>

+}. (1-23) 
kq kq 

HHiyqhiyqh is a good operator only if both sides of the barrier are at the same fillin g 
fractionn and cannot be used in the more general situation with a mismatch in the 
fillin gg fractions when no natural notion of tunneling through the bulk exists. The 
J* .. 0*  are the Fourier modes of the vertex operators we encountered before. 
Noww the current can be obtained from expanding 

I(t)I(t)  =-e(Qi(t)) (1-24) 

withh Qi = [H, Qi] and Qi the charge operator which in Fermi liquids would be 
equivalentt to -eY,k^k^*k with * ^ t + ) the Fourier modes of the electron cre-
ation(annihilation)) operator. In Fermidiquids this operator is equal to the number 
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off  particles times the charge, in non-Fermi liquids the same operator cannot be in-
terpretedd as a counting operator. This is an issue we will return to in later chapters 
weree will try to express (J  ̂ J*k) using edge electron and quasi-hole distribution 
functions.. The interpretation of this operator plays a crucial role in interpreting 
thee expression for the DC part of the tunneling current to lowest order in Tkq , 

/

oo o 

dede W {9l{€ - eV)G2(c) - Gt(e - eV)g2(e)} , (1.25) 
-DO O 

wheree it is assumed that Tkq — tS  ̂ is independent of k and q. The Green's 
functionss are given by 

GGtt(f.)(f.) = {Jl> +Jr)T. (1.26) 

Forr describing quasi-hole tunneling we have to replace the electron Green's func-
tionss with the quasi-hole Green's functions h(e) and H(e) and replace -e by e*  = ue 
thee quasi-particle charge, 

hi(e)hi(e) = < #+ 0 r ) T , 

Hi(c)Hi(c) =(<£>-<f>i>+) T. (1.27) 

Forr chiral Luttinger liquids the zero temperature Green's functions can be calcu-
latedd from expression 1.19 by a Fourier transformation, 

GiCeJoce"-1-1,, (1.28) 

whichh illustrates the power-law behavior. 
InIn experiments in a cleaved edge over-growth geometry, in which the electrons 
tunnell  from a Fermi-liquid (a normal metal) into a fqH-edge, the parameter char-
acterizingg the chiral Luttinger liquid was measured. Contrary to theoretical expec-
tationss it was found that this parameter depends continuously on the magnetic field 
strengthh or the true filling  fraction. Where a measurement of the Hall conductance 
showss plateaus, see figure: 1.3, the measurement of the tunneling exponent shows 
noo plateau structure. This measurement clearly shows that the applicability of the 
hydro-dynamicall  approach can only be valid at the center of a plateau. 
Thee temperature and bias voltage dependence of these point-contacts can be de-
rivedd from renormalization group (RG) analysis of Luttinger liquids [46] where one 
findsfinds that the tunneling rate from a Fermi liquid into a chiral Luttinger liquid 
dropss to zero as temperature is brought to zero. This is due to the orthogonality 
catastrophe:: the electrons in the ground state of the \LL are strongly correlated 
andd adding or removing electrons gives rise to an excited state of the remaining 
electronss orthogonal to their ground state. 

Forr the RG-analysis of tunneling between two equivalent edges, see figure: 1.4 
(i/jj  = u2 — v) Kane and Fisher [46] took in to account n electron processes or, in 
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Figuree 1.3: Tunneling exponent as function of the magnetic field, picture taken 
fromm reference [28]. The measurement was performed in cleaved edge overgrowth 
geometry,, in which the electrons tunnel from a Fermi-liquid into a fqH-edge. The 
dashedd line was taken from [73]. 

thee opposite limit , n quasi-particle processes. This allowed them to decide which 
off  these processes are relevant perturbations of the theory of uncoupled edges. It 
turnss out that for fillin g fractions v > \ the 1 quasi-particle tunneling processes are 
thee only relevant perturbation. For lower fillin g fractions also multi quasi-particle 
processess contribute. This puts a practical limit on the applicability of the results 
wee derived from the tunneling Hamiltonian. When we go to lower filling  fractions 
wee need to add extra terms to the tunneling Hamiltonian Hl>qp to take into account 
thee extra processes. 

Thee RG-analysis of quasi-hole tunneling, fig. 1.4(a), leads to the following expres-
sions:: the tunneling current at zero temperature 

V(V' )) = j 
.711 = 1 

2jr2p*i/-l 2jr2p*i/-l ;i.29) ) 

andd the conductance at finite temperature 

G„(T)G„(T)  = 
h h 

Vf ll  T\v \2T2(p2u-l) 
// é

 u,nT\un\ -1 

nn = \ 

[1.30) ) 

wheree anv,anT are known constants [46] and the vn are complex numbers depend-
ingg on the details of the point-contact. 
Forr electron tunneling, fig. 1.4(b) similar formulas are found : the zero-temperature 
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current-voltt age relationship 

II 99{V){V) = YdbnV\tn\
2V2^ 1.31 1 

andd the conductance at finite temperature 

„ 2 2 
GGee(T)(T) = 2^2^bbnT\tn\-l-nT\tn\-l-{ { (1.32) ) 

wheree bnv, bnr are known constants [46] and the tn are complex numbers depending 
onn the details of the point-contact. 

(a) ) (b) ) 

Figuree 1.4: Tunneling through vacuum (a) and through the bulk (b). the shaded 
areaa denotes quantum Hall bulk. 

Whenn temperature is lowered sufficiently this RG-analysis shows that the quasi-hole 
tunnelingg interaction between two edges of the same quantum Hall system becomes 
soo strong that perturbation theory breaks down because the n = 1 contribution 
diverges.. The interaction will split the system in two parts, see figure: 1.4. This 
strongg coupling or low temperature regime, see figure: 1.4(a), can be described by 
electronn tunneling through vacuum between between the edges of the two newly 
formedd fqH-systems. 

Att v = | only 1 quasi-particle processes are relevant, and therefore, it corresponds 
too an exactly solvable model [22]. The exact solution obtained from thermody-
namicc Bethe ansatz describes the crossover between the quasi-particle tunneling 
andd the electron tunneling regimes. Furthermore the exact solution shows a dual-
ityy relating the low temperature, strong coupling, electron tunneling regime to the 
highh temperature weak coupling quasi panicle tunneling regime. 
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1.4.22 Shot-Noise 

Althoughh difficult experimentally it is possible to measure the fluctuations in a 
qu&si-holee tunneling current. The noise power 

5(w)) = Jdte™(  (1-33) 

containss two contributions: the thermal or Johnson-Nyquist noise SJM and the 
partitionn or shot noise SSN- Pure thermal noise in one edge can easily be calculated 
fromm the partition sum describing the chiral Luttinger liquid on the edge. It leads 
too a confirmation of the fluctuation dissipation theorem, 

SSJNJN(T)(T) =2uT. (1.34) 

Alsoo the shot noise in the limi t of low temperature and small tunneling currents, 
wheree the particles tunnel one by one, can easily be calculated and leads to the 
famouss charge spectroscopy result 

SsN(V)=2e*ISsN(V)=2e*IBB(V){l-t)(V){l-t)  (1.35) 

wheree t « 1 is the transmission. SJN{T) is the zero frequency noise power at 
temperaturee T » eV and SSN{V) is the zero frequency noise power at T « eV. 
Forr tunneling through a v = | fractional quantum Hall bulk a charge § for the 
tunnelingg quasi-particles is found in the experiment, see figure 1.5. The constant 
transmissionn in the shot-noise experiments, which would not be expected from the 
non-linearr I-V-characteristic we described above, is due to tuning of the point-
contact.. For different values of the bias voltage the gate-voltage was tuned to 
obtainn the same transmission. 
Too describe the crossover between the thermal noise and shot noise regime is a 
problemm which is still largely unsolved. For the tunneling through a filling  fraction 
vv = i fractional quantum Hall state an exact solution is available [22, 23] but for 
generall  fillin g fractions v < ~ the problem is no longer exactly soluble. 
Forr bosons and fermions the crossover from shot-noise to thermal noise takes the 
formm [57], 

5^)^2XX E JdETriAijAjMiiEMil^fjiEW) (1-36) 
i , j = l , 2 2 

wheree the ft are distribution functions in the two edges connected by the point 
contactt and the + and - refer to Bose and Fermi statistics, respectively. The 
Aj,jAj,j are derived from the scattering matrix .ŝ  characterizing the point contact. 
Thee behavior under temperature or bias-voltage changes is contained in the factor 
fi(E,fi(E, Vi)(l^fj(E, Vj)) and depends only on the exclusion statistics of the particles. 
Thiss suggests that if the quasi-holes possess fractional statistics this might be 
visiblee in the crossover behavior of the zero frequency noise. An attempt to make 
thee dependence on the fractional statistics explicit [41] does not account for the 
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Figuree 1.5: The noise power as a function of the tunneling current, figure taken 
from:: [69]. The slope is proportional to the quasi-particle charge. The inset shows 
thee noise power for electron tunneling through vacuum. 

correlationss between the quasi-holes properly, and therefore, the results can not be 
appliedd to fractional quantum Hall edges. How to generalize equation 1.36 to quasi-
holess is at the moment unclear because the properties of creation and annihilation 
operatorss used in the standard second quantized formalism for fermions or bosons 
cann not be used for quasi-holes. Therefore, the usual non-equilibrium techniques 
likee Keldysh or Landauer-Biittiker can not be applied. 

1.55 Edge Quasi-Particles 

Thee gauge argument gives us strong evidence that the charge on the edge is quan-
tizedd in units e' = ue. The shot-noise experiments confirm this hypothesis, because 
theyy show the current possesses a granularity consistent with the assumption of this 
chargee quantization. They also show that a tunneling current through the bulk 
cann support this granularity, where a current through vacuum can only support 
thee electron charge. 
Ass we pointed out before, most calculations on tunneling processes are done within 
aa bosonic formulation. Although they give the correct results one would like to 
constructt a calculational scheme which is closer to an interpretation in terms of 
fractionallyy charged quasi-particles. If it is correct, such a scheme should have 
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certainn advantages over others. A good criterion could be whether it is able to 
describee the crossover from shot noise to thermal noise. 
Inn the chiral Luttinger liquid the charged particles are represented by vertex-
operatorss as we have seen in section 1.3 when we described the edge-electron and 
quasi-holee operators. The behavior of these operators can be analyzed with tech-
niquess from conformal field theory which in general is not formulated in a tra-
ditionall  condensed matter language. We try to get closer to condensed matter 
formulationn like Landauer-Büttiker when we try to describe two edges in contact 
usingg quasi-particle occupation numbers. However, a Landauer-Büttiker type of 
approachh depends to much on fermionic statistics and we have to take at least a 
feww steps back and start from a tunneling Hamiltonian description which is not 
basedd on fermionic or bosonic statistics and therefore a good starting point for our 
analysis. . 
Too analyze the tunneling Hamiltonian one usually goes to a formulation in /r-space. 
Att low temperatures the only states important for transport through a tunneling 
barrierr will then be those states close to the Fermi surface. In conformal field theory 
thee transition to A:-space corresponds to a transition from vertex-operators to their 
modes.. Now, an important observation will be that the quasi-particles develop a 
Fermi-surface.. This will be very helpful for the analysis of tunneling processes be-
causee it will strongly reduce the phase space in which many quasi-particle processes 
aree important. The question then is how tunneling quasi-particles, edge electrons 
orr quasi-holes, leave from and settle in an edge. We know already that in (chiral) 
Luttingerr there is the orthogonality catastrophe which leads to strong suppression 
off  tunneling at low temperatures. For the calculation of Green's functions at finite 
temperaturess we will need quantitative information on these tunneling processes 
whichh is given in the language of the quasi-particle picture. To justify the quasi-
particlee picture this point needs to be settled, and using only processes involving 
aa few quasi-particles, it has to lead to a good approximation to the experimental 
data. . 
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Spectrall  Shift Statistics 

Inn this chapter we present an interpretation of the state counting formula intro-
ducedd by Haldane and Wu [31, 42] which differs from Haldane's original inter-
pretation.. For the description of systems which satisfy Haldane-Wu state counting 
withh only one quasi-particle species present, like some ID systems solvable by TBA 
methodss and conformal field theories, the new concept of spectral shift statistics 
seemss to be the correct one. 

Wee will first present Haldane-Wu state counting and Haldane's original interpreta-
tion.. Then we will argue that this interpretation has in it a hidden second quantized 
descriptionn for the quasi-particles, which makes it suited for the study of systems 
wheree interactions or geometry restrict the number of quasi-particles occupying 
aa number of states which share most of their quantum numbers. In the second 
sectionn we will discuss the state counting in fractional quantum Hall systems with 
Laughlinn quasi-particles. Then we present the main topic of this chapter, spectral 
shiftt statistics, and we will give a proof of the duality between g and g~x spectral 
shiftt statistics. We conclude with a section which discusses the difference between 
generalizedd exclusion statistics and spectral shift statistics. In the same section we 
alsoo argue that both types of statistics have their own arena of applications. 

2.11 Haldane-Wu State Counting and Generalized 
Exclusionn Statistics 

Inn Bethe-Ansatz a quantum field theory problem is mapped to a set of quantum 
mechanicss problems describing a specified number of quasi-particles. In the quan-
tumm mechanics problems it is possible to count the number of states. Many of the 
modelss solved by Bethe-Ansatz showed the same type of relation between number 
off  states and the quasi-particle content of the system [31]. This Haldane-Wu state 
countingg was found in many two and one dimensional systems, such as: anyons in 
thee lowest Landau level [20], Calogero-Sutherland models [38, 49. 20], fractional 
quantumm Hall systems [31, 45], Haldane-Shastry spin chains and some other models 
solvablee by conformal field theory or TBA methods. 

Thee information needed to do the counting is summarized in the statistics matrix 
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GG whose entries g.  ̂ appear in the counting formula. 

wheree Nr denotes the number of particles of species i, Dt the dimension of the one-
particlee Hubert space for species i, and # G ( { - D I } - {^ii} ) the number of many-body 
states. . 
InIn the years following the introduction of Haldane-Wu state counting the ther-
modynamicss of this kind of particles were studied, and in 1994 several authors 
simultaneouslyy obtained the distribution functions [42] which in their most general 
formm are given implicitly by the Isakov-Ouvry-Wu equations, 

(^ \ ) I I A ' 1JJ =5« with ^ e - ^ ' - ^ 
i i 

niO0=*i32 i lnJlAjj  (2.2) 
j j 

Inn the same year a duality relating g and g = g'1 statistics was found [61], 

gngngg{t){t)  = 1 -grig(-ge). (2.3) 

Alternativee formulations where studied [66, 59] which allow for application of the 
statisticss to small systems [66] important for the application to mesoscopic systems 
andd systems without a high energy cut off [59]. 
Too explain the state counting Haldane [31] introduced the concept of generalized 
exclusionn statistics in which he generalized the Pauli exclusion principle: 

GeneralizedGeneralized exclusion statistics is the following interpretation of Haldane-Wu state 
counting:counting: The quantity D{ — 1 — X^^j t -^ j — 6ij) represents the number of states 
accessibleaccessible for the Ni-th particle of species i in the presence of Nj particles of the 
speciesspecies j ^ i. 

Thiss interpretation can be rephrased in a more precise language which leads to two 
propertiess [37] which are satisfied by systems with generalized exclusion statistics: 

11 State Homogeneity: The number of states accessible for the A^-th particle of 
speciess i in the presence of Nj particles of the species j / i is independent of 
thee state of the particles already present. 

22 Particle Homogeneity: The change of the number of accessible states is inde-
pendentt of the number of particles , i.e. GN - GN-\ = Gx< - GN'-\ with 
NN - 1 and AT' - 1 allowed particle numbers. 

Iff  we rethink these properties there is one important observation to be made. 
Implicitt in the definition of generalized exclusion statistics, is the assumption that, 
moduloo quantum indistinguishability, all the states created are independent. When 
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wee analyze the conformal field theory we will notice that the states created are 
dependentt which means that using the number of states accessible for the Nz-th 
particlee of species i in the presence of Nj particles of the species j ^ / to obtain 
thee state counting would lead to overcounting of the number of states. 

2.22 Fractional Statistics for Bulk Quasi-particles 

Ass an example of Haldane-Wu state counting we will discuss here briefly the state 
countingg for bulk quantum Hall states, which was obtained as a result of numerical 
studies.. For completeness we start with a short review of the properties of bulk 
quasi-particles. . 
Iff  we insert a flux through an infinitely small solenoid somewhere in the bulk of 
aa quantum Hall system and perform a singular gauge transformation, the same 
reasoningg we performed in chapter 1 to find the quantization of the Hall conduc-
tancee will show that we created an exact excitation over the bulk ground-state with 
fractionall  charge . 
Thesee Laughlin quasi-particles carry a fractional charge and satisfy Abelian braid-
statisticss [8]. Braid-statistics was proposed earlier in another context by Leinaas 
andd Myrheim. It describes the effects of interchanging particles on the many par-
ticlee wave function. The exchange of two particles leads to a phase factor, but, 
contraryy to fermionic or bosonic statistics, we have to specify the path by which 
thee particles are exchanged. This is because in two dimensions it is no longer pos-
siblee to deform a given path into another path by continuous deformation. Instead 
itt can be shown that the paths fall into equivalence classes which are in one to one 
correspondencee with elements of the braid group. 
Inn [8] the phase factors associated with the exchange of two Laughlin quasi-holes 
weree related to the fillin g fraction, 

nnjj=e=e11"',"',  r ^ l = e - ^ , (2.4) 

wheree r^ corresponds to an clockwise exchange of a quasi-hole i with a quasi-hole 
jj  and T~1 with an anti-clockwise exchange. 
Forr fermions and bosons the exchange properties are directly related to the rules for 
constructingg many particle states and naturally the question arises whether such 
aa connection exists for particles with braid statistics. In general such a connection 
cannott be made. In some special cases more insight in the properties of these 
particless has been gained. The most notable example is the case of anyons confined 
too the lowest Landau level [20, 42], which can be mapped to a Calogero-Sutherland 
model.. In this special case a direct connection was made between the exchange 
statisticss parameter and the state counting. 
Thee construction of many quasi-particle state in the bulk has been studied by 
severall  authors [31, 42. 45, 17, 40, 85, 79]. It turns out that the state counting 
forr many-particle states of only quasi-holes or only quasi-particles could be found 
easilyy but the state counting for many-particle states with both quasi-holes ( —) 
andd quasi-particles (+) present is harder to understand. It was found that the 
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bulkk quasi-partides satisfy Haldane-Wu state counting 2.1 and the correct statistics 
matrixx for the v = -2m+\ f ractional quantum Hall state was found by numerical 
studiess [45, 17. 79] on small systems of six electrons and  + 6 flux quanta to 
be, , 

GG = 9+-9+-
9— 9— 

9+-9+-
9— 9— 

99 ! _ 
2mm + l 

99 - ' 

_ 9 9 22 + 
i i 
22 m + 1 (2.5) ) 

2m+l2m+l 2 m +l 

Wheree for large N0 the number of fluxes is approximately D+ = D- = Ö- , , 

Moree general a similar result for the Jain series with v = TT-T n 

'2m'2m i 2m \ 

GG = " 2 i / *m+ ] 

11 + x 2m 
- 11 - ö . , 

2{v*-l)m+l 2{v*-l)m+l (2.6) ) 
2 f * m + ll  2i/* m + l 

wass found [40] from numerical studies, see figure 2.1. 
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Figuree 2.1: Numerical s tate count ing: Low-lying energy levels for 5 electrons 
onn a sphere with JV̂ , = 14-flux quanta which is close to v = ^. The solid lines 
separatee the lowest band with two quasi-holes from the first excited band with 
threee quasi-holes and one quasi-particle and the latter band from higher states. 
Forr this geometry D_ = n\u"m>™' + v* — I and in this case D_ = -y where 
iV__ = 2 and ;V+ = 0. Using these numbers the correct number of states is found 
211 = 11 + 7 + 3. Figure taken from [40]. 

Ann important point to put forward here is that the state counting is obtained from 
countingg the number of states for a given number of quasi-particles and a given 
systemm size. This may seem a minor point but as we will see in later sections 
whenn we investigate the nature of statistics in fractional quantum Hall edges this 
methodd to determine the state counting does not reveal the nature of the general-
izedd statistics. Although the state counting is clearly consistent with Haldane-Wu 
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statee counting it remains unclear what the nature of this statistics is, because the 
spectrall  shift statistics and Haldane's generalized exclusion statistics lead to the 
samee state counting. 

2.33 State Counting in Conformal Field Theories 

Inn this section we will argue how to obtain Haldane-Wu state counting from the 
conformall  field theory and propose a general principle which also applies to some 
TBAA systems [63]. 

Ass we shall discuss in the next chapter a fractional quantum Hall edge at filling 
vv = - with r = p and 5 =1 gives rise to a U(l) conformal field theory with a basis 
off  quasi-particle states of the form 

withh TUM > . .. > mi > 0, n,\r > . .. > m > 0 , 

nii  > 0 if Q < 0 . (2.7) 

Inn fact this list of states can generally be used to describe a (7(1) conformal field 
theoryy at compactification radius R —  ̂ with s and r co-prime and s < r. This 
listt is special because the construction of the J-quanta part of these quasi-particle 
statess is independent of the ^-quanta part. If we add ^-quanta or J-quanta with 
otherr mode indices then given above we will create null states or states in the linear 
spann of the given basis states. Completeness of the basis is ensured by a one-to-one 
correspondencee between the basis states and Jack polynomials [43]. 

Wee first reformulate the rules for constructing a quasi-hole state. 

withh n,v >  > ni > 0 . 

mm > 0 if Q < 0 . (2.8) 

intoo a form more suitable for a graphical representation. We see that if the n-th 
quasi-holee added carries a mode index ln — ~en corresponding to a dimension-
lesss energy cn the next quasi-hole can be added at an energy e„+1 from the set 
{e{enn + - -I- k} with k a non-negative integer. 
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TheThe relation 

f I+ ii  6 \ci -\ \- ki> with kt = nl — rii_i , k\ = rii  € N (2-9) 

definesdefines what we call spectral shift statistics. The spectrum for the next particle to 
bebe added is shifted by ~ compared to the spectrum of the last particle added and only 
mode-indicesmode-indices with a higher mode-index then those of the particles already present in 
thethe system are allowed. Spectral shift statistics is not a rule which tells you which 
mode-indicesmode-indices are available for adding particles to the system but it describes how to 
constructconstruct a complete set of linear independent many-particle states. The problem 
whetherwhether a particle can be added to or extracted from a state at a certain energy 
isis a separate problem and cannot be answered on the basis of the statistics alone. 

Too obtain the state counting we will now introduce a pictorial representation of 
aa A7-quasi-hole state. Next to each other we draw the N different spectra, that 
iss we draw all the possible mode indices. We start on the left with mode-indices 
—— ér ~ T^ — ni n e xt t o lt o n t^ i e r ' Sn t we draw the mode-indices - 3 ^ - ^r — n<2 
andd in the n-th column we draw the mode-indices — (2N — 1 )^ — ^ — n^. Be-
causee the n + r-th spectrum falls on top of states in the n — th spectrum we only 
draww the first r + 1 spectra, the last spectrum we draw is drawn with open dots to 
indicatee that the points there should be identified with points in the first spectrum 
withh which they share the same mode-index. 

InIn this picture we can draw a state by drawing ki up-arrows in the first column 
connectingg neighboring mode-indices and ending at the point denoting the mode-
indexx of the first particle. At this point we draw a right-arrow to the point denoting 
thee lowest mode index allowed for the second particle. We can repeat the procedure 
forr the second particle. We draw fc2 up-arrows and from the point denoting the 
secondd mode index we draw a right-arrow to the point denoting the lowest mode 
indexx allowed for the third particle. We can continue this way until we represented 
alll  iV-particles. 

Iff  we count all possibilities to place N quasi-holes in a truncated spectrum contain-
ingg all mode indices corresponding to energies up to (2Ar — 1 )^ + ^ + / we have 
too take into account that the last quasi-hole is not always placed at the highest 
possiblee mode-index inside the truncated spectrum. In the picture we have drawn 
up-arrowss following the last particle to allow for such a situation. The number of 
^-quasi-holee states in this truncated spectrum is now simply given by the number 
off  possible configurations of arrows representing an iV-quasi-hole state. WTe have 
too divide out permutations which work on one type of arrows only because the 
particless (quasi-holes) and holes in the quasi-hole spectrum are indistinguishable 
andd we find 

#fw""  = ^ Ï Ï T ' (2'10) 
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Figuree 2.2: Four quasi-hole state, è_\_oó nó mó i IÖ = 0) with i/ = ^ 

Iff  we move the N-dependent part of our highest mode-index into / we get I' = 1+N-

fNfN +1' - N^)\ 
#*W)) = A r ! ( / ' -A '^) !!  ' (2.n; ; 

andd we can see that V is the size of the interval in mode-index space to which we 
restrictt our mode indices. 
Iff  N mod r = 1, which implies that the state to which the last quasi-particle is 
addedd carries integer excess charge , we can identify (JV—1) J+Z+l with the number 
off  one-particle states in this interval of the spectrum. After this identification wo 
recognizee Haldane-Wu state counting with I' = D + (f - \) where D denotes a 
numberr of one-quasi-hole states. If N mod r  ̂ 1 this identification leads to a 
fractionall  D which cannot be interpreted as the number of one-quasi-hole states. 
Thatt is why we will use /' except when we like to compare our results with exclusion 
statistics. . 
Iff  we want to keep I' fixed and study the number of many quasi-holes states in the 
truncatedd spectrum for another particle number N' then N' should satisfy 

3k3k eN: (N'-l)- + k = l' (2.12) ) 

andd we can apply equation 2.11 with N replaced by N'. 
Letss turn our attention to the edge electrons. The important difference with the 
quasi-holess is that the spectral shift parameter g = - > 1. 

J-(2M-l)£+Q-mJ-(2M-l)£+Q-mMM  J-^+Q-mi \ Q ) 
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1'j1'j = 13. Nj = 3 

Figuree 2.3: Three edge electron state, J_23 J_iz J_a\Q = 0) with v = \ 

nthh TTIM > ... >mi > 0. (2.13) ) 

Nayakk and Wilczek [61] showed that there is duality between g and g~l for systems 
satisfyingg Haldane-Wu state counting. We will use the same pictorial representation 
forr edge-electron states and quasi-holes states to anticipate a stronger form of this 
duality.. The only change will be that we interchange the roles of up-arrows and 
right-arrows.. The edge electrons are now represented by up-arrows and the unused 
mode-indicess by right-arrows. The labeling of the points has to be adjusted to 
representt the correct mode-indices. After these changes we get a graph (see figure 
2.3)) similar to the graph representing a many quasi-hole state but representing an 
electronn state. 
Forr integer spectral shift statistics (i.e. s = 1) we can always identify /' — r +1 with 
thee number of accessible edge electron states J within the truncated spectrum and 
wee always have a well defined one-particle dimension. 
Forr the electron state counting we obtain 

# = ( W j )) = 
NJ+1'J-(NJ)^\ NJ+1'J-(NJ)^\ 

NjUl'jNjUl'j  - NJW 
(2.14) ) 

Thee state counting for the edge-electrons can be related to the state counting 
forr quasi-holes. it amounts to interchanging I = l'j  + Nj  ̂ and N which appear 
symmetricallyy in the counting formulas and rewriting [ = N as I = l'ó - -pN  ̂where 
NNéé=L =L 

^ANjJj)=#^ïj-Nj-,l'A).^ANjJj)=#^ïj-Nj-,l'A). (2.15) 
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Figuree 2.4: Directed graph representing all states in a truncated spectrum 

Thee states for particles with J or J spectral shift statistics are in one to one 
correspondencee with the paths on a directed graph. In figure 2.4 we have drawn 
ann example for s — 1, r = 3 representing all the states in a truncated spectrum 
withh /' = 12 or /' = 4. 

 0 

Givingg every path on this graph the correct Boltzmann weight we can obtain the 
truncatedd partition sum on the truncated spectrum from the directed graph. We 
alsoo see there is a strong relation between J and J partition sums. This will 
turnn out to be a strong form of the duality between truncated partition sums as 
foundd by [21] and is directly related to duality between the associated distribution 
functions.. This duality will be the topic of our next section. 

2.44 Truncated Partit ion Sums and Duality 

InIn the preceding section we introduced a graphical representations for the states 
inn a system satisfying spectral shift statistics. In this section we like to exploit 
thiss graphical representation to obtain stronger results on the duality properties. 
Too illustrate the method we first rederive the duality properties found by [21] for 
truncatedd partition sums which is valid in the thermodynamic limit . Then we 
derivee a duality relation which holds for truncated partition sums for finite size 
systems. . 

Thee pictures in this paragraph will refer to the f = § situation and the text 
wil ll  describe the general case. If we represent all possible states in an mode-
indexx interval [m.m + l'j]  in one picture we get a directed graph S{m.m + l'j) 
onn which every path denotes one of the many edge-electron states. We can do 
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Figuree 2.5: Both truncated partition sums represented in one graph. 

thee same for the quasi-holes and obtain a directed graph S<f>(n,n + l'0). If we 
makee the choice I', = 1'jf the directed graphs are the same and we can define 
S{n,m.l'j)S{n,m.l'j) = Sj(m, m + / ' ; )= S0{n,n +l'j(). 
Iff  we associate with every path P on the directed graph S(n, m.l',) a weight. 

W{P)W{P) =  y*tteP)x#lSeP) (2.16) ) 

wheree # denotes the number operator. Using these weights we can construct a 
polynomial l 

Zi'Zi' JJ(x,y)=(x,y)= J2 W^-  {2-17) 

PeS(n,m,l',) PeS(n,m,l',) 

Att this stage the notation may seem a bit overdone but we will see we will need it 
later;; for now n and m are free parameters. 
Iff  the J or 0-modes under consideration have (approximately) degenerate energies, 
ass we would have for example for anyons in the lowest Landau level or for conformal 
fieldd theories in the thermodynamic limit , we can extract the truncated partition 
sumss Xi' =i's-{x) and Yi'(y) from Zv 

XXVAVA{T){T) = ZVI{X.1 

YYVjVj{y){y) = ZVi{\.y). (2.18) ) 
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Alll  the paths in a truncated spectrum have the same height and from the graph 
wee see that we can trade r / in a path for s t and obtain a path in the same 
truncatedd spectrum. We express the height l'j  in the numbers of holes and the 
numberr of edge electrons 

00 = #(/*) +;#(T) 

C = ; # ( ^)) + #(t) (2-19) 

Thiss is the first step in obtaining duality, if we set y = x - all the paths acquire the 
samee weight xl->. This property enables us to transform a weight with x = 1 and 
yy = y into a weight with x = x and y = 1. Making the substitution y = x~ï in the 
weightt W(P)(1, y) and multiplying with xl'->  we get the weight W{P)(x, 1). If we 
performm this transformation on the truncated partition sum we obtain the duality 
relation n 

ZZVjVj{l,x-^)x^{l,x-^)x  ̂ =ZVj{xA) (2.20) 

whichh is equivalent to 
YYVjVj{x-*)a?'{x-*)a?' =Xrjf(x) (2.21) 

Thiss is the same duality as we shall derive in the next chapter and leads directly 
too the famous duality relation between distribution functions 

LLn*.{x)n*.{x) = 1 - -riL{y = x~*). (2.22) 

Iff  the separation between the energies corresponding to the mode-indices is much 
smallerr then ksT we can consider the derivation above as a good approximation and 
theree is no need for more general derivation. Now we like to discuss a generalization 
off  the duality relation 2.21 to situations where the mode-index corresponds to the 
energyy of the quasi-particles and the separation between the energy levels is not 
negligiblee compared to k-s'T. 
Wee start with denning new weights and we have to take into account the position 
off  a mode operator in the truncated spectrum, this is why we introduced m and n 
inn figure 2.5. With the arrow associated with a mode operator J-m we associate a 
weightt yq™ and with the arrow associated with the mode-operator <p^n we associate 
aa weight xq™. Although qy = qx we label them differently because this enables us 
too obtain the partition sums X V̂){x,q) and Y{m,v){y,q) from a more general 
polynomiall  associated with the directed graph by putting some of the variables to 
one. . 

Thee general polynomial Z{n^mfj)(x,y,qx,qy) is obtained from the directed graph 
S(n,mJj)S(n,mJj) by first calculating for every path the weight by multiplying all the 
weightss of the mode-operators corresponding to the arrows and then summing over 
alll  paths. From this construction it is clear that 

£<n,m,r,)) ( 1 ^ , 1 , 3) =Y(m,m+l'j)(y,q) 

ZZ(n(n,,mmjj t)t)(x,l,q,l)(x,l,q,l) = X(ntfl,^{x.q) (2.23) 
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Thee construction of invariants is a bit more complicated and to obtain them we 
studyy the two basic operations we can do to transform one path in another. 

J J 0-710-71 + 2 

' - 7 7 1 +* * 

J-, , 

<r> <r> 
>-n+l >-n+l 

P' P' <f>-, <f>-, 

Figuree 2.6: Operation I: Interchanging edge-electrons and quasi-holes 

Thee first operation which we have drawn in figure 2.6 amounts to interchanging 
thee order of an t and a /*  to change a path P into a path P' and we can relate 
thee corresponding weights. 

W(P)W(P) = W(P')q-lql
x (2.24) ) 

andd we see that if we put qv = qx the weight is unchanged by this transformation. 

'-m+% '-m+% 

J_ J_ 

JJ — m. 

<P-n+2 <P-n+2 

<r¥ <r¥ —— d>-n+1 1 

Q Q Q'Q' — 0-, 

Figuree 2.7: Operation ILTrading s edge-electrons for r quasi-holes 

Thee second operation which we have drawn in figure 2.7 is to trade s | 's for r / ' s . 
Inn this case we can relate the weights of the paths by 

W(Q)W(Q) = W(Q')x-rysq i\i\  r-r s - r n + s ( r - 1 ) /2 sm+r{s-l)/2 
'1, '1, (2.25) ) 

Iff  we like the weights to be invariant under the first operation we have to set 
qqxx = qy — q and we obtain 

W(Q)W(Q) = W(Q')x-rysqsm-rn+{s-r)/'2 (2.26) 

andd if we want invariance under the second operation as well we have to set y to 

yy = x*q-m+--n-*+** (2.27) ) 
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Combiningg the two operations and applying them repeatedly on one path we can 
constructt all the paths in the corresponding truncated spectrum. Because we con-
structedd an invariant we can as before use this invariant to relate the truncated 
partitionn sum for edge electrons associated with the directed graph to the truncated 
partitionn sum for quasi-holes associated with the same graph. And we get 

XX{ntVjf){ntVjf)(x,q)(x,q) = y ( m , , . j ) ( i r - ^ m- ï n +3-é ,q - i ) ^ : i / ; »+ ' : i ( ' 'J- i ) / 2 (2.28) 

Iff  we set q = 1 we reobtain the duality relation 2.21 we found before. We use the 
samee procedure to obtain 

nm , / i £ ) (^«)) = ^ ( n . ( i ) ( y - ï 9 " - 5 m + è- * . g " 1 ) y V * m + / * ( i i - 1 ) ^ (2-29) 

2.55 Mutual Statistics 
Thiss section is a bit speculative in nature. First we will analyze how Haldane-Wu 
statee counting is obtained for su(2)i-spinons. Then we will speculate how spectral 
shiftt statistics can be generalized to describe the mutual statistics in Haldane-Wu 
statee counting. Whether this corresponds to the physics in some model remains an 
openn question. 
WeWe wil l argue in the next chapter that the the truncated partition sums in the 
f/(l)-CFTT we encountered before satisfy the recursion relation, 

P^Pl-i+XPi-g,P^Pl-i+XPi-g, (2.30) 

wheree we can read Pi = Xi for g < 1 and Pi = Yi for g > 1. If the truncated 
partitionn sums are fully specified by a single recursion relation we will say that the 
truncatedd partition sums are brought in closed form. 
Thee most naive generalization of spectral shift statistics would be to allow for 
twoo types of particles (say blue and red) which live in the same spectra and shift 
eachh others mode-indices like they shift their own. So for a quasi-particle state we 
wouldd have to choose a color every time we inserted a quasi-particle. From such a 
formalismm we obtain the following counting formula 

# W , „ e . ^ , 0 = ( J V ^ + , ^ ; " ! .. (2.31) 
11 *  blue-1 v r ea -( -

whichh is clearly different from Haldane-Wu state counting. 
I tt is possible to introduce mutual statistics into spectral shift statistics, although 
wee will need an extra principle to get the state counting right as is clear from the 
examplee above. To get some insight we will first discuss how to get theories with 
statisticss matrix G satisfying 

9ij9ij = 9u (2.32) 

forr which the truncated partition sums can be shown to have a closed form. Sec-
ondlyy we will describe how the more complicated structure needed for the more 
generall  statistics matrices [11] can be obtained in a spectral shift description. The 
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moree complicated structure is in general reflected in the need for more then one 
typee of truncated partition sum [71, 14]. 
Iff  we interpret Haldane-Wu state counting for particles living in the same truncated 
spectrumm it turns out that it corresponds to saying that for the the counting the 
onlyy important property is how the particles of every species are positioned with 
respectt to the holes. Within a set of particles, however, the ordering is unimportant. 
Inn sit(2)i conformal field theories this property is a result of the identification of 
twoo states if they only differ by a permutation of two particles at neighboring mode-
indices.. This introduces a symmetry under the generators of the permutation group 
onn a cluster of particles without holes and thus identifies all permutations of the 
particless in a cluster with one state. So for state counting purposes all permutations 
insidee a cluster give back the same state and a cluster is specified if for every species 
thee number of particles in the cluster is specified. To make this mechanism work 
properlyy the shifts introduced by a pair of particles belonging to different species 
shouldd be independent of the order in which they where introduced in a cluster. 
Thee simplest condition implementing this condition is if the shift. GtJ introduced 
byy a species j particle is independent of i. 
Ann example are the s-u(2)i spinous which have have statistics matrix 

G=(lG=(l I ) (233) 

andd the pairing is clearly visible as a subtraction in the recursion relation for 
truncatedd spectra, 

PPtt = (1 - xtx2)Pi-i + (X! + x2)Pl_h (2.34) 

wheree xi and x2 are the fugacities of the two types of spinons. Every hole, the 1 
multiplyingg P/_L in the recursion relation, is accompanied by a subtraction —x\x-2, 
whichh identifies two states which differ only by a permutation of two neighboring 
particless and were created simultaneously with the hole. 
Thiss construction can be generalized to the quasi-particles satisfying gl3 = gix for 
whichh we propose the recursion relation 

PPll  =Pl^ +5>^-"< -Y,XJXkPl-9i,-9n- <2-35) 
ii 3<k 

Thee subtraction here plays the same role as before and this recursion relation will 
thereforee give rise to Haldane-Wu state counting. 
Forr more complicated variations on spectral shift statistics the correlations in the 
spectrumm cannot be described by local rules, i.e. subtractions in the recursion 
matrix,, and to keep track of non-local correlations the truncated partition sum is 
splitt in several parts. For these parts a recursion matrix can be defined but the 
largestt eigenvalues of this recursion matrix no longer correspond to approximate 
one-levell  partition sums. 
Recentlyy an other scheme was proposed based on finitized partition sums [11] where 
too every species there is associated a separate set of quantum numbers which brings 
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uss closer to the original state counting formulas where the 'dimensions' for different 
particless can be varied independently, 

^ i , . . . , i i , . . . , (NN - ^ i , . - . , i , - l , . . . , ( jv +xiPli-gi t,.-,lt-gt,,-,lN-9Nt ( 2 . 3 6) 

wheree for every point we have Ar recursion relations. To construct Piu,.,,i^.,.,tN 

fromm the other finitized partition sums we have to use a linear combination of these 
recursionn relations. In other words, if we would represent the finitized partition 
sumss by points in a jV-dimensional lattice we can for every point specify two arrows 
connectingg it to two other lattice points, in such a way that these arrow points to 
finitizedfinitized partition sums appearing in one of the N recursion relations. In general 
iff  we repeat this procedure we will get more and more paths from more and more 
finitizedd partition sums which contribute to one finitized partition sum. The case 
gg{j{j  = gix is special because all the finitized partition sums contributing to the 
historyy of a partition sum are on one line, because of this their recursion relations 
aree closed. In some cases the partition sums are not on a line but the recursion 
relationss can be chosen such that all finitized partition sums contributing to the 
historyy fall in a small tube for this case it can happen that a closed form of the 
recursionn relations is possible. 

Thee recursion relation discussed above suggest the following generalization of spec-
trall  shift statistics to a N species situation, if a particle of species i is placed the 
quantumm numbers accessible to the next particle will be 

eTii,...,n,, + l,0,...,0 ~ eni,...!7i,,0,...,0 + 9ji + Ki^ji 

withh rii  > 0 and 

€n ] , . . . , l ,0 , - - - .00 — en i , . . .( n, ,0 , . . . ,0 + Sji + Ki^ji + ^ - i + l ^ J M - l 

withh m = 0. (2.37) 

Notee that to get Haldane-Wu state counting we had to specify the order in which 
too place the species, which might be equivalent to specifying an order in the ap-
plicationn of the recursion relations. If the statistics matrix is symmetric, gl3 = g^, 
generalizedd spectral shift statistics will lead to the same finitized partition sums as 
weree found from the recursion relations above [11]. For non-symmetric statistics 
matricess the finitized partition sum would depend on the order in which the species 
aree added an interpretation of such a case in terms of spectral shift statistics would 
thereforee be unclear if no extra information is available. 

Thiss generalized spectral shift statistics description explicitly constructs a set of 
basiss states by specifying when particles maybe added to a state. The recursion 
relationn method explicitly constructs finitized partition sums by looking back at 
thee finitized partition sums already constructed. An open problem is whether these 
twoo approaches can be explicitly connected. 
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2.66 Spectral Shift vs. Generalized Exclusion 

Thee history of fractional statistics shows that the term generalized exclusion statis-
ticss has often been used once Haldane-Wu type of state counting was established. 
Wee propose to use a more refined terminology which makes a clear distinction be-
tweenn what we call (generalized) spectral shift statistics , Haldane's generalized 
exclusionn statistics and other types of statistics which do not fit  onto the scheme 
off  exclusion or spectral shift statistics. An example of the latter would be the 
statisticss of Gentile parafermions. 

Haldanee formulated two properties of generalized exclusion statistics which we 
rephrasedd in section 2.1 using the terminology of Ilinski et al. [37]. It is clear 
thatt spectral shift statistics does not satisfy the state homogeneity property. We 
foundd that in conformal field theories this property is violated because spectral shift 
statisticss is found there and particle homogeneity is only valid in U(l) conformal 
fieldfield theories if we reinterpret it as a statement about the spectral shift parameter. 
Ilinskii  et al. pointed out that in general TBA systems do not satisfy particle and 
statee homogeneity. These results from conformal field theory and TBA show that 
differentt counting schemes occur which are more complex than exclusion statistics 
orr the (generalized) spectral shift statistics proposed here, which nevertheless lead 
too the same state counting. 

Exclusionn statistics was originally defined to generalize the Pauli-principle such 
thatt it would give Haldane-Wu state counting. It is hard to think of a plausible 
mechanismm giving true fractional dimensions and it is our belief that statistics 
satisfyingg Haldane's original definition will always be integer and will come with 
aa second quantized formulation. The states in such a exclusion statistics system 
wouldd be labeled by a set of quantum numbers. One of these quantum numbers 
wouldd live in a space with the same dimension as the exclusion statistics parameter, 
whenn the other quantum numbers are kept fixed only one of the quantum numbers 
inn this space can be occupied. 

AA possible realization of integer exclusion statistics would be a molecule with two 
bindingg sites where another molecule can bind, but to which no second molecule can 
bind.. A possible mechanism for this scenario would be that the two binding sites 
aree so close that once one is occupied the other site is blocked. Another possible 
realizationn is found in the t — J model. This model has a spin degree of freedom 
onn every site but strong on site repulsion makes it impossible to occupy it more 
thenn once, so we get g = 2 exclusion statistics. The important difference between 
thesee models and the statistics in conformal field theories is that in conformal fields 
theoriess there is correlation between all mode-indices. In exclusion statistics there 
iss only a correlation between the occupied state and the g - 1 excluded states and 
thee distribution function directly gives the probability of finding a particle with a 
givenn energy. 

Theree seems to be room for many other notions of statistics in the context of 
stronglyy correlated systems, the strongest methods so far which seem to be ca-
pablee of describing all statistical interactions in ID-systems are those of Unitized 
orr truncated partition sums [71, 15, 14, 50] which can be used to describe such 
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variouss statistics as generalized exclusion statistics, spectral shift statistics, gen-
tilee parafermion statistics, non-Abelian statistics. We will introduce the truncated 
partitionn sums in the next chapter when we derive the distribution functions for 
thee collective quantum numbers of {/(l)-conformal field theories (t/(l)-CFT). 
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Quasi-Particle e 
Thermodynamics s 

InIn the preceding chapter we discussed the statistics of the quasi-particles describ-
ingg a L:(l)-conformal field theory associated with a fqH-edge. In this chapter we 
wil ll  again study this basis, which we will call the pre-fqH basis, but now we will 
usee the method of truncated or unitized chiral partition sums. This method was 
proposedd by Schoutens in reference [71] and here it leads to 1-particle distribution 
functionss which satisfy the Isakov-Ouvry-Wu (IOW) equations. We will interpret 
thesee thermodynamic results as properties of fractional quantum Hall systems. 

Thee other examples discussed in [71] include spinons in the mi(n)l WZW models 

andd CFT parafermions. The su(n)k Wess-Zumino-Witten models [32, 16, 12. 15] 
possesss so-called spinon bases, which are analogous to the fqH quasi-particle basis. 
Thee su(n)k spinons and the CFT parafermions do not satisfy Haldane-Wu state 
countingg in its simplest form. Nevertheless the method used in this chapter can 
bee used to derive their thermodynamic properties. This method is therefore more 
generall  applicable then the spectral shift statistics presented in the last chapter. 
InIn this chapter we will first present the method of truncated partition sums. For 
thiss purpose we will once more give the basis we discussed in detail in the last chap-
terr and show this basis leads to simple recursion relations between the truncated 
partitionn sums. Then we show how these recursion relations can be used to derive 
thee distributions functions and the Isakov-Ouvry-Wu equations [42], We give an-
otherr proof of the duality property we discussed in the last chapter. Furthermore, 
wee add a short section on composite edges. And we conclude with a section in 
whichh we calculate the specific heat of the fractional quantum Hall edge and the 
Halll  conductance. These calculations show that the method reproduces the correct 
physics.. Furthermore, it shows that both fractional charge and fractional statistics 
aree needed to get the correct Hall conductance. 

3.11 Quasi-Particles for the v = ^ fqHe edge 

Wee consider the finite size spectrum for the CFT describing a single v = i fqHe 
edge.. In the CFT jargon, this theory is characterized as ac = l chiral free boson 
theoryy at radius Ft2 = p. We shall consider the chiral Hubert space corresponding 
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too the following partition function 

qq '*i' 

Q=-ooo W ° ° 

-R*l -R*l 
withwith (q)  ̂ = Y\^l1(l—qi) a,nd q = e L flo. The 1-particle energies are of the form 
f.if.i =l^f-jj-  with / integer and po the density of states per unit length, po ~ {hvf)~1. 
Inn this formula, the (7(1) affine Kac-Moody symmetry is clearly visible as all states 
att fixed (7(1) charge Q form an irreducible representation of this symmetry. 
Wee should stress that the Hubert space corresponding to eq. 3.1 is not the physical 
Hilbertt space for the edge theory of a fractional quantum Hall sample with the 
topologyy of a disc. In the latter Hilbert space physical charge is quantized in units 
off  e and, correspondingly, the (7(1) charge Q in eq. 3.1 is restricted to multiples of 
pp [81]. In the geometry of a Corbino disc, i.e. a disc with a hole at the centre, the 
operatorr that transfers charge ~ from the outer edge to the inner edge is physical. 
Accordingly,, the physical Hilbert space is obtained by taking a tensor product of 
leftt and right copies of the Hilbert space eq. 3.1 and restricting the total (7(1) 
chargee Qi + Q# to multiples of p [81], In the quasi-particle formalism that we 
presentt below the various restrictions on QL, QR are easily implemented. 
Ourr goal here is to understand the collection of states in eq. 3.1 in a different man-
ner,, and to view them as multi- particle states built from the creation operators 
forr edge quasi-particles J and and quasi-holes <j>.  Due to the above-mentioned re-
strictionss on the (7(1) charges Q and QL + QR, the chiral quasi-hole operator <fi(z) 
byy itself is not a physical operator in edge theories for the disc or cylinder. Phys-
icall  states are obtained by restricting the number of ^-quanta in the appropriate 
manner. . 

3.1.11 Quasi-Hole States 

Wee start by considering quasi-hole states that are built by applying only the modes 
0_ss defined via <p(z) = J2S 4>-sz

s~ ^  Clearly, the index s gives the dimensionless 
energyy of the mode 0_s. When acting on the charge-0 vacuum |0), we find the 
followingg multi-0 states (compare with [12] for the case p = 2, see also [43]) 

2,, 2,, 

with h 

nnNN > rajv-i > . .. > rii > 0 . (3.2) 

Thee choice of minimal modes is such that the lowest state of charge Q- is at energy 

Tfe-,, in agreement with the scaling dimension of the corresponding CFT primary 
field.field. Using so-called generalized commutation relations satisfied by the modes 0_s 

onee may show [12] that all multi-^ states different from those in the list 3.2 are 
eitherr zero or linear combinations of states from the list 3.2. 
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Beforee writing more general states we shall first focus on the spectral shift statis-
ticss properties of the quanta <p-s. We follow the procedure of [71] and start by 
introducingg truncated partition sums for the quasi-hole states 3.2. For s = £-, 
j - ,, etc, we define polynomials Ps(x,q) to keep track of the number of many-body 
statess that can be made using only the modes <p-k with k < s, and that have a 
highestt occupied mode with energy s' such that s — s' is integer. Ps(x, q) is defined 
ass the trace of the quantity xNqE over all these states, where TV is the number of 
quasi-holes,, E is the dimensionless total energy, and x — e^1 1. For p = 3 this 
gives s 

(3.3) ) 33 a Pii  = xq* , Pi = xzqs , Pg = 1 + xóq etc. . 

InIn general, a occupied quasi-hole state of energy s corresponds to a factor xqs in 
thesee generating polynomials. 
Thee systematics of the edge quasi-hole states 3.2 directly lead to the following 
recursionn relations between the polynomials Ps(;r,</), 

PPaa(x,q)(x,q) = Ps-i(x,q) + xq8 Pa_i(x,q) (3.4) ) 

Forr p = 1, which is the case corresponding to a v = 1 integer qHe edge, this relation 
,, ._! 

directlyy implies P i{x,q) = I l j= i ( l + X(^ 2  ^n ^n at c a se * ne partition sum is 
simplyy a product and we recognize free fermions. For general m things are not that 
simple,, but we can rewrite the recursion relation in matrix form 

((pp>-*&\ >-*&\ 

\\ p'-è ) 

/ p . - . - ^ \ \ 
==  M?(x,q) 

\ \ 

(3.5) ) 

i - 1 -- ** I 
withh I = 1,2, 

( ( 

andd M,q (x,q) the following p x p matrix 

xq xq 
2 j i - 3 3 

2p 2p 

xq xq 

xx22qq2i2i' ' 

11¥ ¥ 

4pp —4 
2P P 

V x P -1^ " - 1^ - ^ 2^ 11 xP -yp - 2 ) ' - 5+ i Sr xqxqll~&~&  1 + J Y ' " M 

Thee grand partition function for the quasi-hole states 3.2 is then given by 

Z««(x,Z««(x,qq)) = (l 1 ... l)(Y[M?h{X,q) 
v i = l l 

0 0 
V i / / 

(3.6) ) 

(3.7) ) 
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Wee propose that the quasi-hole modes 0_ s with s = I — -|—^,...,/ — j - be viewed 
ass a single {p-fold degenerate) level in the collective coordinate spectrum. This 
conventionn is natural since a single quasi-particle over the ground state can only 
occupyy one of these m levels. The p x p matrix M  ̂ is then a level-to-level transfer 

,1 ,1 
matrixx and replaces the free fermion [p — 1) factor (1 + xq 2). Clearly, the 
thermodynamicss of the states 3.2 will be dominated by the largest eigenvalues 
\*(x,q)\*(x,q) of the matrices Mf (x,q). These satisfy the characteristic equations 

(A++ - l ) p - xpq1)l-i(\+)p-1 = 0 . (3.8) 

Insteadd of trying to solve these equations, we can derive from them a result, for the 
1-particlee distribution functions 

n t ' h ( / ) - ^ l n ( A + ) = . r ^ tt . (3.9) 

Wee find 

qhmm - A ' + ~ 1 
nqh(/)) = 

ll  + J (A f - l ) ' 

( W ) - 11 = (A+-1) -1(A+) 1- ^ . (3.10) 

Comparingg with 2.2 and identifying g = ^ and w(c) = (A;
+ — l ) " 1 , we see that the 

distributionn function nqh(l) becomes identical to n i(e = I). In other words, the 
statisticss properties of the v — }- quasi-holes are those associated with Haldane-
Wuu state counting, with g = -. This identification is consistent with the result 
off  bosonization applied to (/-oris [84], with the character computations of [36], and 
withh our observations in the previous chapter. 
Forr the case p — 2, which is not in the category of fqHe edges, the equilibrium 
distributionn is given by 

n i ( e ) == 2 = . (3.11) 
22 V l + 4 e - 3 ^ - 0 

Forr p = 3 the explicit formulas (obtained using the Cardano formula for cubic 
equations)) are quite unpleasant: figure 3.1 shows the distribution fiU(e). 

3.1.22 Edge Electron States 

Thee same procedure can be applied to the edge electrons, which are created by 
modess J~t with J(z) — ]Tf J-tzf~*- Multi-electron states take the form 

with h 

rriMrriM  > m-M-i >  > m i > 0 (3.12) 
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nAt] nAt] 

-2 -2 
** [P-1] 

Figuree 3.1: Distribution functions for fractional exclusion statistics with g = 3 
(dashedd line), g = 1 (dotted line), and g = | (solid line) , all at the same temper-
aturee and at zero chemical potential. 

andd we have truncated partition sums Qt{y,q) with t a half-odd-integer and y = 
ePM=__ They satisfy the recursion relations 

Qt(y,q)Qt(y,q) = Qt-i(y-q) + yqtQt-P(y,q), 

withh the following initial values 

Q_§§ = . . . = Q f_] = 1 . 

Thee 'transfer matrix' for the edge electrons M^(y.q) is defined by 

QKQK \ (QK-P\ 

\\ =M* k(y,q) : 

QK+P-I)QK+P-I) \QK-IJ 

withh A' = kp — p/2, k = 1,2,... and we have 

Z*(y,q)Z*(y,q) = (l 0 . .. 0 0)(f[.\rk(y.q)) 
<k=l <k=l 1 1 

(3.13) ) 

(3.14) ) 

(3.15) ) 

(3.16) ) 

file:///Qk-iJ
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Inn this case, a single action of the transfer matrix comprises a jump of p 1-particle 
levels,, and the relevant distribution function will be 

n*{k)=ydn*{k)=ydyyH{ti)*]H{ti)*]  =  1 L  ̂ (3-17) 

PP ^k 

Thee characteristic equation for the eigenvalue /ijj" 

p - i i 

n ^ - y ^ - ^ - ^ r ^ O ,, (3.18) 
i=Q i=Q 

leadss to 

" e WW = "Tjè n - ^«P f c) _1 = &>*  ~ l^~P- (3'19> 
p+p+ {n,k - i) 

withh hit — f*t/(yqpk)- Identifying w(f) = hk - 1, we again recognize the IOW 
equationss 2.2 for Haldane-Wu state counting, this time with g — p, and we may 
identifyy ne(k) with ng=p(e = pk). 
Forr p = 2 this gives 

n2(00 = 1 (1 - . 1
 a! =]  . (3.20) 

Seee figure 3.1 for the distribution function n3(e) at fie = 0. 

3 .1 .33 D u a l i t y 

Havingg recognized distribution functions for Haldane-Wu state counting with g — ^ 
andd g — p, respectively, we expect a particle-hole duality between the two cases 
(comparee with [61, 66] and section 2.4 ). 
Beforee we come to that, we generalize the results of the preceding sections by 
consideringg a chiral CCFT = 1 CFT of compactification radius 7?2 = r /s, with 
rr  > s and r, $ coprime. Choosing 0-quanta of charge +^e and J-quanta of charge 
—e—e as our fundamental excitations, we easily repeat the previous analysis and derive 
thee following recursion relations 

Xi(x)Xi(x) = Xt.r(x) +xXl.s(z) , Yt(y) = Yt.s(y) + yYl_r(y) , (3.21) 
wheree we put q = 1 for convenience. The connection with the quantities F/ and Qi 
definedd for - = p is X[ +> P21-1 , VJ ++ Qu+n-u- Proceeding as before we obtain 
thee distribution functions for Haldane statistics with g = s/r (for the ^-quanta) 
andd g = r/s (for the J-quanta). 
InIn the papers [61, 66] it was recognized that the cases with g and g = \jg are 
duall  in the sense that particles are dual to holes. To recover this duality in our 
presentt approach, we note that if Y((y) is a solution of the second relation in 3.21, 
thee expression 

XXll{x){x) = Yl{y = x-~S)x* (3-22) 
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solvess the first recursion relation. Assuming r > s, we can rewrite both recursion 
relationss in a form involving a r xr recursion matrix. The largest eigenvalues A+ (x) 
andd ^i+(y) are then related via 

XX++ (x)(x) =fi +{x-~9)x~9 (3.23) 

andd the distribution functions 

nngg(x)(x) = xdT In\+ (x) , fig(y) = g ydy ln/i+(y) , (3.24) 

satisfy y 
gngngg(x)(x) = 1 ~güg{y - x~9) , (3.25) 

or,, putting [ig = ~g 9̂ and restoring q ^ 1 

Sn9(e)) = l - f l n 5 ( - y c) , (3.26) 

inn agreement with the results of [61]. The interpretation of this result is that 
thee g quanta with positive energy act as holes in the ground state distribution of 
negativee energy ^-quanta. The relative factor (—g) between the energy arguments 
inn eq. 3.26 indicates that the act of taking out r (/-quanta corresponds to adding 
ss (/-quanta. This duality further implies that, when setting up a quasi-particle 
descriptionn for fqHe edges, we can opt for a pre-CS basis with either quasi-holes or 
edgee electrons, with energies over the full range -oo < € < oo, or a pre-fqH basis 
withh a combination of both types of quasi-partides, each having positive energies 
only.. The CFT finite size spectrum naturally leads to to a pre-fqH basis (see 
thee next section), while the analogy with Calogero-Sutherland quantum mechanics 
naturallyy leads to a pre-CS basis, see ch. 4. 

3.1.44 The Full Spectrum 

Too complete our quasi-particle description for the v = - edge, we need to specify 
howw quasi-hole and electron operators can be combined to produce a complete basis 
forr the chiral Hubert space 3.1. We consider the following set of states, the pre-fqH 
basis, , 

J-{2M-l)$+Q-muJ-{2M-l)$+Q-mu  J-^+Q-m.l<P^i2N-l)^-^-nN _ 2 _ n i I Q > 

withh rriM  > m ^ - i > . .. > mi > 0, njv > «JV-I >  - - > «I > 0 , 

nii  > 0 if Q < 0 , (3.27) 

wheree \Q) denotes the lowest energy state of charge Qf with Q taking the values 
- ( pp — 1), —{p — 2), . . ., - 1 , 0. Our claim is now that the collection 3.27 forms a 
basiss of the chiral Hilbert space, so that 

oo  a 

ZZ1/P1/P(Q)(Q) = J2 <&  ZQ(X = M)^( y = M) 
Q = - ( P - I ) ) 

(3.28) ) 
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QQ2 2 

wheree we added a factor q 2»- to take into account the energy of the initial states 
andd we denoted by ZQ1 and ZQ the generalizations of the partition functions 3.7 
andd 3.16 to the sector with vacuum charge Q. They are naturally written as 

°°°° rNn^(^'2+2QM+(l-6QM)N 

>> = £ - — w »
000 „Jtf/IJfA/2-QM 

itoito {(i)M 

with(^)LL = nf=i(i-9 (). 
Whilee the collection of states 3.27 looks rather complicated, it may be understood 
byy considering the special case p = 1, which is a theory of two real free fermions of 
chargee . In this case there is only the Q = 0 vacuum and the allowed <t>  and J 
modess reduce to the familiar free fermion modes ip x 

Thee right hand side of 3.28 has the form of a so-called 'fermionic sum formula' [50] 
andd the equality of 3.1 and 3.28 is a new Rogers-Ramanujan identity. 
Similarr identities relating 'fermionic sums' to characters in conformal field theories 
havee been studied in the literature, see for example [50, 12, 13]. We would like to 
stresss that the reasoning leading to these identities is very different between our 
approachh and the work of [50]: in our approach the identities express spectral shift 
statisticss properties of CFT fields, while in the work of Kedem et al. the identities 
aree based on Bethe Ansatz solutions of specific integrable lattice models. The 
firstt example where these two approaches have been explicitly connected is that of 
spinonss in SU(2)i CFT and in the associated Haldane-Shastrv spin chains [32. 16, 
12]. . 
Thee important conclusion from the above is that, up to a finite sum over vacuum 
charges,, the chiral partition sum faetorizes as a product of a quasi-hole piece and 
ann edge electron piece. This means that the two types of quasi-particles are in-
dependent,, or, in other words, that they do not have any mutual statistics. This 
propertyy will be reflected in the specific heat. When we calculate the specific heat 
inn section 3.3 we will see that the sum of the specific heat due to only edge-electrons 
andd only quasi-holes adds up to the correct specific heat for a c = 1-CFT. If we 
wouldd add up the specific heats of the edge-electrons and their positive charge 
counterpartss we would find a specific heat which is to low to describe a c = 1-CFT, 
i.e.. we missed some states. If on the contrary we add up the specific heats of the 
quasi-holess and quasi-electrons, the sum will be larger than the actual specific heat 
andd we overcount the number of states. 
Thiss then explains our asymmetric choice of quasi-particles. Had we chosen to work 
withh fundamental quasi-particles of charges , we would have come across non-
triviall  mutual statistics. All of this is nicely illustrated with the case p = 2 where 
wee can opt for the pre-fqH basis with independent quasi-holes and edge electrons, 
orr for a 'spinon basis' built from charge | quanta, which are identical to the 
spinonss of [32. 16, 12] and which have a non-trivial 2 x2 statistics matrix. The two 
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choicess have the quasi-hole states 3.2 (called 'fully polarized spinon states' in [12]) 
inn common, but differ in the way negative charges are brought in. 

3.22 Composite Edges: Jain Series 

InIn this section we briefly describe a quasi-particle formulation of the composite edge 
theoriess corresponding to the filling  fractions v =  2- - j * : j of the Jain series. These 
edgee theories can be written as a collection of n — v*  free bosons, coupled via the 
topologicall  A'-matrix of the effective bulk Chern-Simons theory [81]. In [26] it was 
shownn that the effective low-energy CFT for particles satisfying Haldane-Wu state 
countingg with n x n statistical matrix G is a c — n CFT with topological matrix 
A'' = G~l. Inverting the argument we expect that the fundamental excitations of 
thee CFT for qHe matrix K can be interpreted in terms of pseudo-particles satisfying 
fractionall  exclusion statistics with matrix G = K~l. 
Ann alternative and more natural approach to the Jain series edges would be to first 
performm a change of basis which separates a single charged mode from a set of n — 1 
neutrall  modes [47, 58]. The latter are governed by an su(n)i affine Kac-Moody 
symmetry,, and can be treated separately. An option is to view them as a set of 
nn free parafermions in the sense of Gentile, see [71]. The CFT for the remaining 
chargedd mode is of the type that we described in this paper, with g = v. The 
entiree edge theory is then described by a single (charged) </-on and a set of su{n)x 

degreess of freedom. 
Ass an example of how the chiral Hilbert space works out, here is the example of 
vv — 2/5, with K matrix 

K=(\K=(\  I). (3.30) 

Thiss theory has two independent U(l) affine Kac-Moody symmetries, giving a 
factorr [ n ^ i ( l  — <?')] m the partition function. The various charge sectors are 
labeledd by pairs of integers {I1J2), the energy being given by E(l-i,l2) — ^0(^1 ~ 
4Jifee + 3/|) (this is the bilinear form defined by the inverse of the A'-matrix 3.30). 
Thus s 

( i , , ,3) [n ,= i ( i -« ' ) ] ] 

Underr the rearrangement into su(2)l times t / ( l ) , the combination |(/-2 —l\) plays 
thee role of the su(2) spin, while h + h is the charge under the new U(l). The 
characterr identity will be [58] 

Z,=2/5(?)) = x7=tWUl(M) + \U{lh Wl&{q) , (3.32) 
JJ = 2 

wheree the subscript even (odd) on Zs/r means that we restrict to the states with 
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totall  U(l) charge Q even or odd. Simple expressions for the su(2)i characters are 

^ h ( «>> = E ^ T ' ^ (9)= £ I r e -- (3-33) 
m+nevenn w)™^)" J " 2 m + n odd W M W M 

Forr the general case with v — —~r, the charged sector is described by a free boson 
CFTT at compactification radius Ft2 = v~l, which we write as R2 = -. The chiral 
partitionn sum is 

andd restrictions, such as the even/odd in eq.3.32 are taken into account by restrict-
ingg the charge quantum number Q. 
Ourr fundamental charged edge quasi-particles will now be the primary fields of 
£7(1)) charges +s and — r; we shall write the creation and annihilation modes of 
thesee fields as <j>-t  and J-t, respectively. Note that for s  ̂ 1 the operators J-t 
aree not the physical edge electrons as the latter can only be written by including 
non-triviall  factors from the neutral sector! 
Inn close analogy with our analysis in the previous section, we can now establish 
thatt the states 

( 2 A f - l ) ££ + 2 _ m M  J _£ + fl_mi0_(2Ar-l)£-a-nAr * " " 0 - £ - 2 - n, I Q > 

withh niM > TUM-X >  > mi > 0, n  ̂ > n^_i > . .. > ri\ 

andd m > 0 if Q > 0 

nii  > 0 if Q < 0 , (3.35) 

withh Q = — (r — s ) , . . ., +(s — 1), span the chiral Hubert space 3.34 of the charged 
boson.. The total energy of the lowest energy state in the charge sector Q having 
particle-numberss M and N for the quanta of type J and 0, respectively, equals 

E(Q;E(Q; M,N) = — + —M2 - ~M + —N2 + v v '' ' 2rs 2s s 2v — I -- OQ<0 r r 
NN (3.36) 

andd this leads to the following expression for the chiral partition sum 

( 8 _ 1))
 nE{Q;M,N) 

EE E 
Q=-(r-s)Q=-(r-s) M,N>0 

Thee equality of the expressions 3.34 and 3.37 is a new identity of the Rogers-
Ramanujann type (see [50, 12, 13] for some similar identities). 
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3.33 Equilibrium Quantities 

3.3.11 Specific Heat 

Thee specific heat of a conformal field theory is well-known to be proportional to 
thee central charge CCFT 

^P-=^P-=1Po1Pok%T,k%T, ~! = ?1CCFT, (3-38) 
LL  D 

wheree po — {hvp)~l is the density of states per unit length. 
Inn [39] it was shown that the specific heat for g-on excitations, with energies in 
thee full range — oc < c < oo, is in agreement with the central charge CCFT = 1 of 
thee corresponding CFT. The same result should of course come out in a picture 
wheree we select positive energy electrons and positive energy quasi-holes as our 
fundamentall  excitations. In this picture the total energy carried by the edge quasi-
particless takes the form 

oo poo 

EE = po deen9(e) + pD / deen^e) . (3.39) 
JoJo Jo 

andd the corresponding result for the specific heat is 

^^ = (79,+ +75,+)A>*!r , (3-40) 

wheree „ 

7ff ,++ =d0 / d€€ng(e) , 7^,+ = d0 / deen^e) . (3.41) 
JoJo Jo 

I tt takes an elementary application of the duality relation 3.26 to show that 7 j i + — 
73t__ and hence 

(75,++ +7s ,+ ) = 7f f = y , (3-42) 

confirmingg once again the value CCFT = 1-
Wee would like to stress that the individual contributions 7g,+ do depend on g and 
thatt only for g = 1 (Majorana fermions) 7S i+ and 7ffi_ are equal. An exact result 
iss [60] 

withh £ a solution of the algebraic equation 

ee = l~S (3.44) 

andd L(z) the Rogers dilogarithm. This gives 

7ii  . = ^  ̂ 72,+ = -z-z, 7 i + = — 0.6o5.. .. 73.+ = —0.344. . ., etc. 
2>++ 6 5 6 o 3 o b 

(3.45) ) 
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3.3.22 Hall Conductance 
Whilee the specific heat coefficient. 7 is not sensitive to g, the edge capacitance or, 
equivatently,, the Hall conductance, obviously does depend on the fillin g fraction 
vv and thereby on g. In the quasi-particle formulation, this result comes out in a 
particularlyy elegant and simple manner. 
Lett us focus on a u = - edge and take as our fundamental quasi-partides the edge 
electronn of charge q = — e and statistics g = p and the edge quasi-hole of charge 
qq = z and statistics g = ^ all quasi-particles having positive energies only. 
Lett us first consider zero temperature, where the Haldane distribution functions 
aree step-functions with maximal value ng = ^. If we now put a voltage V > 0 the 
qq < 0 quasi-particles will see their Fermi energy shift by the amount qV and all 
availablee states at energy up to — qV will be filled. The total excess charge on the 
edgee AQ{V,T = 0) that is carried by these excitations equals 

AQ(V:TAQ(V:T = 0) = --q-po- (-qV) (3.46) 
9 9 

wheree the factor - originates from the maximum of the distribution function and 
thuss represents the statistics properties of the quasi-particles. Clearly, positive-*/ 
quasi-particless do not contribute to the response at T = 0, V > 0. 
Forr the u — \ fqHe edges, the result for V > 0 is 

„ 2 2 

(3.47) ) 

(3.48) ) 

(3.49) ) 

iss independent of the sign of V and we establish the correct value of the Hall 
conductance e 

G=_U^!!  = I£. (3.50) 
pohpoh V p h 

Too show that the results (3.49), (3.50) hold for finite temperatures as well we write 
thee general expression 

ff0000 e fx e 
AQ{V,T)--epoAQ{V,T)--epo ƒ denm(e+eV) + —po / defii(e V) (3.51) 

JoJo rn J0 " m 

andd evaluate dpAQ(V,T). Using once again the duality relations 3.26, we derive 

d-jAQd-jAQ — - poda ƒ deru{e) oc / dx \n(x)dx  (3.52) 
VV J-00 '' ./o 

AQ{VAQ{V > 0, T - 0) - -  (-e)  po  (eV) = 
P P 

whilee for V < 0 

AQ(VAQ(V < 0, T = 0) = m  -  p0 - (--V) = 
PP P 

Clearly,, the edge capacitance 

AQ(K TT = 0) e2 

rrrr  - Po VV p 

ee2 2 

—poV —poV 
P P 

PoV PoV 
P P 
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withh x = e l3t. Using eq. 3.9 the last line turns into 

occ lim \\nX+(x) — ni(x)ln(x) 
XQ—XQ—  L P 

andd by using the asymptotic behavior for x -> oo 

XX++ (x)(x) fa xp , fii  fap 

wee conclude that dpAQ is indeed zero. 

(3-53) ) 

(3.54) ) 
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Jackk Polynomial Technology 

Thee quasi-particle basis (pre-fqH) that we specified in eq. 3.27 has some arbitrari-
nesss to it. For example, we could have chosen to act first with the J_f and then 
withh <j>_ s, which would have led to a different set of states. Also, one quickly 
findss that the pre-fqH states as they stand are not mutually orthogonal. For the 
purposee of establishing the thermodynamics of the fqH-edge theory, what matters 
iss the counting of the number of states with given charge and energy, and this 
informationn can be extracted from the pre-fqH basis. However, for the analysis of 
moree detailed questions, in particular those concerning non-equilibrium transport, 
thee precise form of the mult i-quasi-particle states is of crucial importance. 
Inn this chapter we present an 'improved' set of multi-particle states, which are 
mutuallyy orthogonal and which are faithful to the statistics properties of the quasi-
particless 4>-s and J-t. These fqH-states are obtained by orthogonalizing the states 
inn the pre-fqH basis 3.27. The Calogero-Sutherland Hamiltonian Has acts lower 
triangularr on the pre-fqH states and therefore the labeling of the pre-fqH states can 
bee used to label the HCs eigenstates. Thus the fqH states or HCs eigenstates are 
\{mi}{n\{mi}{n 33})})

QQ where Q labels the sector, and {m^}  and {n ;}  are the mode-indices 
labelingg the J's and <jVs, respectively. From now on we will call the pre-fqH state 
usedused to label the fqH-state the head state. 
Wee also consider an alternative basis, the CS-basis. which is easier to handle math-
ematically.. This basis was first proposed by Iso [43], who showed that normal 
orderedd products of vertex operators acting on a vacuum state can be rewritten as 
aa linear combination of Jack-states \q, {fi}j)  or \q, {v}^)  These states are created 
byy linear combinations of products of J-t and 0„s-operators, respectively. Alter-
natively,, the same states are obtained when Jack operators are applied to a charged 
vacuum.. Where the Jack operators are Jack polynomials in which the power sums 
aree replaced with modes of the density operator pk ->  pk- The eigenstates of Hcs 
createdd by these Jack operators have a different charge label \q, {fJ,}j}  because the 
Jackk operators jf x create neutral excitations over the vacuum \q,0). In other 
wordss q is simply the total charge of a state and {^}  labels a Jack-operator cre-
atingg bosonic density fluctuation excitations over the charge q ground state. The 
statess in a CS-basis created from the vacuum \q = q — Mp,0) with a linear com-
binationn of products of M J's are written |g, {n}j). The tableau /i contains the 
samee information as the mode-indices of the head state coming from the pre-CS 
basis. . 
Thee pre-CS basis is similar to the pre-fqH basis but instead of using electrons and 
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quasi-holess and a small set of sectors it uses only one type of charged quasi-particles 
andd an infinite set of charged vacua. We will give a more detailed discussion of 
bothh bases, we will first explain Jack polynomial technology when we give a short 
revieww of the most relevant properties of Jack polynomials. Secondly we use the 
lowerr triangular action of Hcs on the pre-fqH basis and pre-CS basis to derive 
thee orthogonality of the fqH-basis and the CS-basis. After that we use the lower 
triangularr action of Hcs a n fl  a duality property of Jack-polynomials to set up 
aa one-to-one correspondence between the fqH-basis and the CS-basis. Then we 
givee vacuum, one-particle, and twyo particle form factors. The two particle form 
factorss act as a bridge to the last section in which we use the full Jack polynomial 
technologyy to obtain selection rules in the CS-basis. 

4.11 Jack Polynomials and Jack Operators 

InIn this section we give a quick overview of the most important definitions and 
theoremss on Jack-polynomials that can be found in the literature [76, 3] and show 
howw they can be used to rewrite vertex operators. For those acquainted with 
thee subject let us briefly mention what our conventions will be. We will use the 
notationn of Iso [43] except for the Jack polynomials themselves for which we will 
introducee two notations to make a clear distinction between the coordinate depend 

i i 
Jackk polynomials Pf \ ({^i} ) and the bosonic mode Jack operators J!'  (^/pa_k); 
wheree the a  ̂ are bosonic modes satisfying the Heisenberg algebra. If comparison 
iss made with statements in reference [76, 3] it should be remembered that Stanley 
andd MacDonald use a different labelling of the innerproduct 0 —>  ̂ and that 
Stanleyy uses a different normalization vxl\ — |A|! in [76]. The reason to use 
Iso'ss conventions is that the work presented in this chapter is closely related to 
hiss work on the Calogero-Sutherland model. Because of this connection the work 
presentedd in this chapter which was originally done with the intent of applying it 
too the fractional quantum Hall effect has important implications for the Calogero-
Sutherlandd model aswell. 

4.1.11 Partitions 

Everyy Jack polynomial is labelled with a tableau or partition, 

{A }}  = { ( i , j ) : l < f < ( ( A ) , 0 < j < A i }  (4.1) 

withh Ai > X2 > ... > A/^ I^ D and L({\})  denotes the number of entries At in this 
partition.. The length /({f} ) ^ L({i/})  is the number of non-zero entries or parts 
Xi.Xi. The reason to introduce two lengths is that Jack polynomials are insensitive 
too the number of zero-valued parts were in specifying the eigenstates of the Hcs 
thee total charge depends on the number of zeros in the partition. The weight of 
thee tableau is |A| = Y,t V The conjugate partition A' is obtained by interchanging 
rowss and columns in the tableau representing the partition A, see figure: 4.1. 
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{A A 

Figuree 4.1: Tableaux for the partition {A}  = (7.6,4,3,3,3,1) and its conjugate 
{A' }}  = (7.6,6,3.2.2.1). 

Anotherr notation for the partition {A}  = (0'°. l '1,2'2,3'3....) where lj  denotes the 
numberr of entries which satisfy A, = j . This notation is very suitable to introduce 
thee quantity z\, 

*A=n^'< ! ''  (4-2) 

andd we have L({A} ) = /({A} ) + !0 = £,>„/* . 
Onn the partitions several partial orderings can be defined. For our purposes only 
thee natural or dominance ordering > is important, which is defined for partitions 
off  equal weight |A| = |/x|, 

ii  i 

{A }}  > {//}  <̂  for all i > 1 we have : ^ X3 > ^fij.  (4.3) 

4.1.22 Jack Polynomia ls 

Theree are many well studied complete bases for the ring of symmetric functions, we 
wil ll  need: the monomial symmetric functions, power sums, and Jack-polynomials. 
Thee Jack-polynomials will depend on a parameter associated with the inner product 
definedd for the power sums. 
Monomiall  symmetric functions m{\\ are given by, 

^}(W)=EII^ ''  (4-4) 

wheree ^ a denotes the sum over all permutations of the indices / and {J-J}  is a 
potentiallyy infinite set of variables. 
Powerr sums are defined by 

/ ( A ) ) 

P{x}({-'',})P{x}({-'',})  = 1 1 * ^ ( J * * » wi th PA,({>,} ) = £> fJ, (4.5) 
3=1 3=1 

andd again {x 2}  is a potentially infinite set of variables. 
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Itt  is possible to introduce an inner product on the ring of symmetric polynomials, 

(P{\}\Pi»})0(P{\}\Pi»})0 = &i\U,*}fl~ l{X)z* (4-6) 

wheree [3 is a rational number. In this inner product we can recognize the inner 
productt on states created by the mode-operators pk = sfpa-k if we make the iden-
tifications s 

\pk)a\pk)a = 7^a-fc|0> 

withh # = i/ = I , (4.7) 

wheree v denotes the filling  fraction. Because of this identification we will label 
thee Jack-polynomials with ,/3 = p  instead of using the standard mathematical 
conventionn a or Iso'S convention >3 used so far. We will still use 3 if we make 
statementss in which p and ^ can be interchanged. 

Thee coordinate Jack-polynomials Pfx, ({s} } ) are symmetric functions in the co-
ordinatess {zi} labeled by partitions A and a rational number /? = p 1 specifying 
thee inner product 4.6 used on the power sums. They are defined by the following 
properties: : 

orthogonality: : 

{P^{P x̂}x}{{zi})\P^{{zi})\P^v}v}{{zi})){{zi})) 00=S=S{xh{v}{xh{v}jljl } } 

triangularity: : 

pp{\}{\}  (izi})  = E{^ }  v\,p(0)m{(i}  where vXiti(p) = 0 unless {p} < {A} 

normalization: : 

Thee coefficient vx,x = 1 

Thee undefined function jjM in the definition of the inner product can be shown to 

satisfyy [3]. 

ff  - TT fl"i-*>  + + 1
 ( 4 8) 

Jackk polynomials satisfy the following duality between 3 = p and ƒ? — £: 

pv pv 
MA' } } ({j})=(-({j})=(- 11))lMlM Jh}Jh}pp^'M^^'M^  (4-«) 

wheree we have written Pf , ({zi}) as a function of the power sums which is possible 
becausee the power sums are a basis for the symmetric functions. 
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Fromm this duality property or the explicit form of the inner products jf,p follows 

j { Vt')) = 1' f4-10) 
whichh is important for the explicit calculation of inner products on fqH-states as 
wil ll  become clear later. 
Ann elementary property of the Jack-polynomials is 

n(ii  - WA - E*-1)1* 17?*}  f*** » pl>}  <^»' <4-n) 

i,JJ {A } 

thiss property is crucial for our purposes because it will enable us to rewrite the 
vertex-operatorss describing the charged excitations in the t/( l)-CFT for the fqH-
edgee to Jack-states. 
Forr integer 0 an alternative inner product [3] on the Jack-polynomials P? , de-
pendingg on only a finite set of coordinates {zt} = {zi,...,zn} is given by 

( n i i / i s ) ^ ^ 1 } ) ^ ^ ^ } » ^ 1 } ) ^ ^ »» (4.12) 

wheree A&({xi})  — Y\i<j(xi~xj)® denotes a generalized Vandermonde determinant. 
Althoughh it is also possible to define this innerproduct for fractional beta [3], we 
wil ll  use it in this form for integer 0. This inner product satisfies orthogonality and 
cann be written y\v\ J*p.v where the function p}, n

 ls given by 

gg = n r ^ - j j + ^ r ^ - ^ - ^ + i) 

withh & = \i + - (n - i) for 1 < i < n. (4.13) 
P P 

Thee function p ?, n will drop out of our final results so we mention it here only for 
completeness. . 
InIn the above we introduced the most basic properties of Jack-polynomials. Other 
propertiess will be given when needed. 

4.1.33 Vertex Operators 

Wee now have the tools available to rewrite the vertex operators in terms of Jack-
polynomialss and Jack-operators. We still have to introduce the latter but one idea 
behindd it we presented in eq. 4.7 when we pointed at the analogy between the inner 
productt on power sums which we used in the definition of the Jack-polynomials 
andd the inner product on the modes of the density operator which we introduced 
inn the last section of chapter 1. 
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Thee second idea needed is to rewrite the right hand side of eq. 4.11 in to a form 
thatt shows close analogy with a vertex operator, 

I J (11 - xtzt) = exp f l n l J O " **))  = ° *  f" I j £ ^ T ^ J ) 

Iff  we replace pn by ^- we recognize a part of a normal ordered product of the 

vertexx operators <f)(zi)....(t>(z1\), which would be 

::  é(zi)....(p(zN) : = 

'' i - "a-nzA / JV 
expp I -— Y " Y^ — — exp i~^Q 

(4.15) ) 

wheree in addition to the modes found in chapter 1 we introduced the zero-modes 
^0,, p0 which are needed to describe the charge structure and which satisfy [ip0, p0]  = 
i.i. If we let this operator act on a highest weight states or q vacuum \q, 0) all the an 

withh positive mode index will annihilate the vacuum, p0 wil l measure the charge 
off  the vacuum, and exp (iN^=^0j will change the charge of the vacuum by Nq' 
wheree the charge is given in units ^ and we get 

:<p(z,)...<f>(z:<p(z,)...<f>(zNN)) : |< / ,0) = 

Noww we can use eq. 4.14 and eq. 4.11 to rewrite the r.h.s. to 

wheree we used J?x] (I ^ }  J to denote a Jack-polynomial in which the powersums 
aree replaced by bosonic modes. And using the same reasoning as before it can be 
foundd that 

:J(z:J(z11)...J(z)...J(zNN):\q,0)):\q,0) = 

N N 

£ ( - 1)) X'J(X} ({y/pa-n})P* x,} ({zj}) I I *qM ~ A>>- <4-18> 
{A }}  j = l 
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Fromm now on we will drop the explicit reference to the bosonic modes in the Jack-
operatorss and we will simply write. 

^ } = ^ A } ( { v ^ - n } ) ) 

TVTV _ JP 
JJ{\}{\}  ~ J{\} ({;r-" }) ) (4.19) ) 

I tt can be shown [43] that every Jack-operator creates an eigenstate of the the 
Calogero-Sutherlandd Hamiltonian. In fact the Calogero-Sutherland Hamiltonian 
cast,, in the language of CFT as we will use in the next section was obtained by 
requiringg it to reproduce the eigenvalues of the coordinate Calogero-Sutherland 
modell  when acting on a polynomial in which the power sums are replaced by 
densityy modes. 

4.22 Hcs and the Improved Set of States 

Too obtain an orthonorrnal basis from the pre-fqH basis 3.27 we use the Calogero-
Sutherlandd Hamiltonian HCs as an auxiliary operator for which the eigenstates and 
thee eigenvalues are known and which acts lower triangular on the pre-fqH basis. 
Becausee of the lower triangular action of HCs on the pre-fqH basis we can use the 
statess in it to label the eigenstates. 
Too specify the operator HCs, we employ the density operator p(z) = £ j # 2 ~ '- 1 , 
whichh already featured in our formula 1.15. Following [43], we define 

HcsHcs = 
p - \ \ 

5^(// + l)(tp/>)_(_1(*pp),+1 + ~ [(ippf] 0 (4.20) ) 

andd where the second term on the r.h.s. denotes the zero-mode of the normal 
orderedd product of three factors {ipp)(z). As a first result, one finds the following 
actionn of Hcs on vertex-operators creating a single quasi-particle of charge - or 
—e e 

[Hcs^~n][Hcs^~n] = M n ) 0 - 7 i +- Yé2{l + \)(t>-n-i-i{dp) 
pp *—' 

h<j,(n)h<j,(n) = 

Hi i 

with h 

and d 

1 1 
++  pn{n+-) 

3p3p p 

[Hcs,J~m][Hcs,J~m] = M m ) - / - m - ( p - l ) J ] 2 (! + l )J.r a. /_I (9|)) l + 1 

ith h hj(m)hj(m) = 
«2 2 

—— —— m(m + p) (4.21) ) 
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Bothh 0_n|g,O) and J-m\q,0) diagonalize HCs- We would like to stress that this 
iss non-trivial. If one evaluates HCs on any vertex operator Q{q) (of charge g | ), 
onee typically runs into the field product. (To{q)){z), where T(z) = - |{p f {z) is the 
stress-energyy of the scalar field <p = y/pp. Only for q = 1 and q = - p do such terms 
cancell  and do we find that the quasi-particle states are eigenstates of Hcs-
Wee can now construct eigenstates of Hcs which contain several 4> or J-quanta. 
Whatt one then finds is that the simple product states such as the pre-fqH states 3.27 
aree not HCs eigenstates, but that they rather act as head states that need to be 
supplementedd by a tail of sub-leading terms. As an example, one finds two-0 
eigenstatess to be of the form [12] 

| ( n 2 , m ) ) = 0 - i - na0 - i - n J O)) + ^a/ [0_ j i ._n a_10_ jL_n i + f |O)] (4.22) 
(=i i 

withh coefficients at that can be computed. The connection of the coefficients en with 
thee Jack polynomials that feature in the eigenfunctions in CS quantum mechanics 
hass been made explicit in [12]. For the Hcs eigenstate headed by the multi-particle 
statee from the pre-fqH basis 3.27 (with unit coefficient), we shall use the notation 

\{m\{m33},M)},M)QQ (4-23) 

whichh is the HCs eigenstate corresponding to the eigenvalue 

h({mj},{ni},Q) h({mj},{ni},Q) 
133 M 

MM  / l \ 
Y,Y, hj ((2j " 1)P + mj) + £ ft* f  -(2i - 1) + nt J 3PP y_ 

(4.24) ) 
Thee states 4.23, with the rnh n% and Q as specified in eq. 3.27, form a complete 
andd orthogonal basis for the chiral Hubert space. 
Ann important point to notice here is that the dependence of the eigenvalues of 
HcsHcs on the head states involves no mixed products of mode-indices. Furthermore, 
thee eigenvalues depend directly on the full mode-indices of the head state and only 
throughh the full mode-indices on the shifts {ml}7{nl} with respect to the state 
withh the lowest energy. Whether a mode-operator is an allowed mode-operator 
wil ll  depend on the vacuum. However, if a mode operator, say J_m, appears in the 
headd state it will signal the presence of a term hj(m) in the eigenvalue regardless of 
thee vacuum charge. The only dependence of the eigenvalue on the vacuum charge 
iss through a term that is independent of the mode-indices. These properties will 
bee crucial for constructing the mapping between the fqH-basis and the CS-basis 
whichh we introduce in the next section. 

4.33 Correspondence Between the fqH-basis and 
thee CS-basis 

Wee only briefly mentioned the CS-bases, but after the discussion of the fqH-basis 
andd the introduction of the Jack-operators we can easily introduce the CS-bases 
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andd set-up a one to one mapping. In [43] it was shown that the Jack-operators 
createe eigenstates of HCs- The eigenvalue of the the state 

\9At*}j)\9At*}j)  = J[ll.}\Q) (4-25) 

correspondd to the eigenvalue of the state headed by the pre-CS state 

JJ-^+-^+qq̂ J-^J-mm̂ _^^_ q̂+q+^---J_^---J_mi+q+mi+q+ ,_M,_Mi=1Li=1L \q\q + Mp) (4.26) 

withh rrij  = HM-J+I ^ *  an(^ M = l{{fi}).  The reason to choose the rrij  > 1 is that 
modee operators with rrij  = 0 take us from one vacuum to the other. The states 
createdd by these mode operators are therefore already accounted for by allowing 
manyy different vacua. 
Andd similarly we have the correspondence between 

I Ï . W * ) = ^ } | 9 >> (4-27) 

andd the state headed by the pre-CS state 

withh m = Vfj_l+1 > 1 and N = l({i/}).  For the same reason as before, choose the 
riirii  to satisfy nt > 1. 
Lett us first rewrite fqH-states which contain only one type of mode-operators to 
thee CS-bases, 

|{}.W)  - IQ + * > U 

\{mj}A})\{mj}A}) QQ = \Q-pM,{v}j). 

(4.29) ) 

withh Vi — nN_l+ i > 1 for N — i > 0 and similarly ii-3 = mw-j+i > 1 for M—j > 0. 
Thee duality 4.9 on the Jack polynomials leads to the following duality relation for 
thee Jack operators, 

Thiss relation enables us rewrite the states |{} , {nj)* 5 to either the \Q + TV. {v'}j) 
orr the \Q + N, {&}$)  form. 
Wee can for example rewrite, 

\{l{m})\{l{m}) QQ = l<? + JV,{i/} 0> 

== ( - 1 ) ^ ) 1 3 +*,{" ' } . / > (4-31) 

wheree vt — njV _J+1 for i < N = /({n*} ) and N = L{{u})  and zero otherwise. The 
lastt state is equivalent to the state which has 

JJ-<-<11+Q+N+t+Q+N+tJJ-»'-»'nini__ll+Q+N+%-"+Q+N+%-"JJ-v'-v'NN+Q+N++Q+N+l2nl2nl-l- t,t,>>11 IQ + N + "IP ) (4 ' 3 2) 
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Figuree 4.2: Example of the mapping from a state from the fqH-
basiss |(8,8,5,0,0), (6.4,4.4,0))° to a state in the CS-basis |5 -
5p,, (13,13,10,5,5,4,4,4,4,1, l ) j ) . The tails at the bottom of the fqH-partitions 
denotee the mj.rij. which are zero. 

ass its leading state. If we look at the rtij  in the state |{mj} , {rii}) Q we see that when 
thee associated mode-operators act on the vacuum \Q + N) mode-indices which are 
betweenn Q — \ and Q - § + N are allowed as well. When we make the mapping to 
thee CS-basis this will give an increase of the parts appearing in the partition by N 
i.e.. m, -ï nij + N. And the full correspondence, which we illustrated in figure 4.2, 
is s 

\{m\{mjj},{m})},{m}) QQ = \Q + N-PM,{a}) 

with:: {a} = ({/* }  + NM) U {z/} , 

(4.33) ) 

wheree M = L({/i} ) and the sum of the partitions is {//}  + A rM = (/ii + N,fj,2 + 
N,N, ~,PM + N), and the cup product {A}  U {/>}  denotes the partition obtained from 
sortingg the parts (A],.... XSIPU—IPR)

 m descending order. 
Thee mapping from the CS-basis back to the fqH-basis is slightly more complicated. 
Iff  we look at the fqH-basis we see that the highest allowed mode-index for a Js 

iss s = — | from which we get the condition that coming from the left the last 
operatorr in \q.{(j}j)  belonging to the fqH-basis is labeled with the last index a, 
whichh satisfies 

(4.34) ) 11 P 
-^P><1-^P><1 + PJ-T;- a.i 9, 9, 

withh S = /({<J}) . The sector is determined by looking at the charge of the state 
whichh remains if all operators left from and at the position j are removed. With 
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thee use of duality this state can rewritten. 

k+PJ-k+PJ- W)j) * W+Ph {v)0) (4-35) 

with h 
v'v'tt=a=a t+Jt+J for i = l...l({a})-j  (4.36) 

Thee (^-operators in the head state of \q+pj. {v}0) act on the charge Q — q+pj-<r J+i 
vacuum.. If the charge Q of this vacuum is smaller or equal to zero it is equivalent 
too the charge sector Q — Q of the fqH-state. If. however, Q is larger then zero the 
statee was created from the charge zero sector using ^-operators with the highest. 
allowedd mode index. From this argument we obtain that the state \q,{u}}) from 
thee CS-basis can be rewritten to |{/rc-i}{ra,;}) ^ with the following rules for selecting 
thee charge sector, 

-p+1-p+1 <Q < 0 =>  Q = Q and N = N = aJ+l 

QQ > 0 => Q = 0 and N = N + Q, N - aJ + l. (4.37) 

Thee mode indices { m j and {m} are given by, 

mimi = al{a)_t+l  for * = \...j 

nnii  = uH{<r})-j-i+i  f o r « = 1 - - - / ( { C T } ) - ; , 

with h 

u[u[  =ai+j  for i = l...l({a})-j 

(4.38) ) 

Andd j labels the smallest <j\  that satisfies 

11 2/ - 1 , 
—^P>Q+P~^—^P>Q+P~^  (4-39) 

4.44 Applications of J PT 

4.4.11 Norms for the fqH-basis 

Off  importance for later calculations are the norms of the states 4.23 and the matrix 
elementss of physical operators between these states. For the explicit evaluation of 
suchh quantities we used the connection with Jack polynomials. 
Ass an example, we focus on multi quasi-hole states |{rit}) . To make contact with 
thee Jacks, we view the ordered set {n^}  as a Young tableau v. The norm-squared 
off  the state |{n1} ) then becomes 

{MIM){MIM) = j> (4.40) ) 
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Explicit,, examples axe 

itit  W * ( m + Ê - P ( ni + i - 2 ) . . . i 

{{n2.ni)\(n{{n2.ni)\(n22,n,nxx)))) = j ( 2» i . i - 2 - » i } 

(n22 + ^ - l ) ( n 2 + g - 2 ) . . . ( n2 + | - n i ) 

(n22 + £)(n2 + £ - 1)  («2 + I ~ "i + 1) 

(n2-mm + i - i ) . . . | (m + i - i ) . . . ^ 
(naa - n i ) . . .1 ni . . .1 

etc.. (4.41) 

InIn the limi t where all rii  > 1, one finds 

<{ " , } | { n , } >«n%^.. (4-42) 

Similarlyy the norm-squared of the edge-electron state |{m»}) is 

<MIW>=4, }}  <4-43) 
Inn the limi t where all mt > 1, one finds 

<{m,}|{m,} >> « I lT fp j - - (4'44> 

Andd in general the norm will be given by 

^{m j iBl }}  = | IK } {n i }>« | 2 = (j^ } )2j f ( f ( } 

withh : {a}  = ({// }  + 7VM) U {u'}, (4.45) 

andd {v }  and {ju}  are the tableaus corresponding to {m} and {m^} , respectively. 
Thiss norm can be factorized into the original norms times an extra factor associated 
withh the added partition NM 

forr Ar, M, p of order 1 and all the m», n-j » l w e see that the norm factorizes into 
thee asymptotic norms of the original partitions. 
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4.4.22 Zero Temperature Form Factors 

Wee start by considering the simplest non-vanishing form factors of the basic electron 
operatorss J{z), <P{z) against the multi-particle states in the fqH basis: 

(0 |Jg+ m| (np, ... .,n2,ni))jv - fj(np,... ,ni) ömtnp+.i-+ni , 

(0 |^§ + m| (mi ) )yvv =fjx(mi)Sm,mi , (4.47) 

wheree the subscript N indicates that the state has been properly normalized. 
Becausee fji  is the inner product between a Jack operators and a normalized Jack 
operatorr we immediately find 

fArm)=[c^]fArm)=[c^] hh . (4.48) 

wheree Cm are the expansion coefficients in (1 — x)~p — ̂ m Cm xm. We briefly 
explainn the exact evaluation of the form factor fj (np , . . ., n\) as defined in eq. 4.47. 
Lett us consider the special case p — 2 first. In that case the operator J(z) has 
conformall  dimension 1 and may be identified with one of the currents of the affine 
Kac-Moodyy algebra su(2)1. By exploiting the OPE 

<t>{wi)<f>{w<t>{wi)<f>{w 22)) = K - u>2)
+5 [j\w2) + 0{Wl - w2)]  (4.49) 

onee obtains 

JHWJHW22)) = ƒ Ó.VÖ2Ó.VÖ2 _ 2 
- —— (wl~w2)

 2<f>(w i)(j>(w2) . (4.50) 
cc , *iri 

Usingg the expansion formula 4.18 we obtain 

Jt ( « ;2 ) | 0 )== Y, P?n2,ni)(™*w)\q = 2,(n2,n1)<t> ) (4.51) 
n2,ni i 

andd it follows that 

II I 
<0|Ji+ m|$$ = 2 , (n2,n i ) )*  =<Sm,„ a+Tll [ J( 2- I , I - 2 —i ) ] 2 P £2 i n i ) (1,1) , (4.52) 

withh jx as in eq. 4.8. For general p one obtains a similar result in terms of Jack 
polynomialss with label K Using the explicit result [76, 55] 

j 7 , ) ( , , = . . . = x > = i ) = n ^ n r ( " J " " + T ) .. > 
{{  '}  f i r a - i ) ^ T(n,-n, + ^) 

togetherr with the result 4.42 for the j \ , we derive the following asymptotic form 
forr m 3> 1 

fj(nfj(nrr,...,n,)=„:,...,n,)=„:  'J' ' " < J ' J , , . , ' . (4.54) 
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Figuree 4.3: A hook (r\s) 

4.4.33 Fin i t e Temperature Form Factors 

Ass a first example of the power of combining Jack-polynomials and Jack-operators 
wee will analyze the relation of mjrQ-v<p_n_Q_j_\Q) with the Jack-states \Q -
pp + 1. {r\s)j}. Where (r\s) is a short notation for the tableau (r + 1, I s) . Because 
0_0_ _Q_J_ \Q) is equivalent to a Jack-state we immediately obtain information on 
thee form factor 

8<(«i) |Jt+«-Ql(mi;ni )>gg = 
iVr. . {mum} } 

NNni ni 
fd\Jd>tfd\Jd>tnnll )) m l i n1) ^m,mi+m -m

(4-55) ) 
fromm this analysis. 
Lett us start with rewriting the product of a single electron operator and a single 
quasi-holee operator, 

J{z)<f>(w)\Q)J{z)<f>(w)\Q) = 

"><">< 1 ( E ( -1 ) , A , i ? A } W ^ } 
AM AM 

{p> > 

w)^ } l iG-p+ i ; ; 

Wheree we used 
JW0(w)) = (z - w)-1 : J ( z ) 0H : 

(4.56) ) 

(4.5' ' 

andd added factors Z~Q,VJP which are due to the operators at zz = Ü creating the 
vacuumm \Q) from the zero charge vacuum |0). 
Noww use duality and the fact that 

/ * ( { * ,, 0,0, ...}) = __ - . A , forr Ao = 0 
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00 for A2 ï 0 

(4.58) ) 

too rewrite the right hand side of 4.56 to 

r,S—0 0 

—— — Ö 

Iff  we multiply this expression by (z — w)z~m+Qw n >>  and take contour integrals 
overr contours encircling the origin (with z > w) we obtain an expression for 

n+n+i\Q)i\Q) ~

Thiss can be cast in a better form with the help of 

1 1 
J'J'11 V' 

J ( O r - l ) ' ' ( j - l i O ) ) 

oo J' J!' 
* ( s - ll  r)J(s-l\r) 

sfsf88__mm \* {V_i,(s+7»-) 

where e 

Thiss quantity satisfies 

{ M == I I A j - . + i +KA i - j ; 
( i , j )e {A } } 

S ( m - l | n - 2)) ~ S ( m - 2 | 0 ) * ( 0 | n - 2) 

J,, n - l + p ( m - 2) 
mm — 1 

Forr the expression 4.60 we obtain 

(-1)"1" 11 / p{n - l)(p(n - 2) + m) 
++ J?L 

J ( m - 2 | 0)) V ( l + P ( n - 2 ) ( ( m - l ) + p ( n - l ) ) ( « - 2 | « * - 1J ( n - l | m - 2 ) 

Andd from this we obtain the expansion formula 

:: J(z)<t>(w) :\Q)= ^2 rm1,m(z,w)\{mi;ni))Q 

( m i . n i ) ) 

with h 

m+p(nm+p(n + l) 

Thiss expansion formula leads to the following result for the form factor. 

p-1 p-1 
Uj^{fii,mUj^{fii,muuni)ni) = ^n\—rii ^n\—rii mimi +p(rii  + 1) 

0(rtii  > rii) 

(4.60) ) 

++ r ^ i r - i , (4-61) 

(4.62) ) 

(4.63) ) 

(4.64) ) 

(4.65) ) 

(4.66) ) 

(4.67) ) 

Forr the p = 2 we used the mode-operator algebra to confirm this result. 

http://mi.ni
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4.4.44 More Finite Temperature Form Factors 
Wee now consider more general form factors for the edge electron 'annihilation 
operator'' J\z). The simplest form factor with a 2-particle in-state is 

:: -\-m' 

'N, 'N, '(rri2,rni) '(rri2,rni) 
j V ( m i ) ) 

fj\Jj{™l->m2,'tni)$m.,m2+mi-fj\Jj{™l->m2,'tni)$m.,m2+mi-

Usingg the expansion formula 4.18 and the relation 

J(z)J(w)J(z)J(w) = (z-w)p :J(z)J{w) 

wee derive 

/ j i j j ( m i , m 2 , m i )) = 

(4.68) ) 

(4.69) ) 

1 1 
NNt t (m.2,mi) (m.2,mi) 

kk V 
''SS^2,C\^2,C\P)P)

NN{{m{{m22,m\),-2p\,m\),-2p\ - 2p,(m2 +m\ —m\ + I){mi -I)), 

(4.70) ) 

;=o o 

where e 

\-2pAm\-2pAm22+m+mll-m+l)(m-m+l)(m11-l))-l))  = J{m2+mi_rni+iyJ î_iy\-2p). (4.71) 

Thee duality and the triangularity properties of Jack polynomials v  ̂  ̂ 0 only for 
/jj  < A give us the restriction 

fj\jj{fj\jj{ ,,mi,m2,mi)mi,m2,mi)  ̂ 0 & mi -p< mi < m2. (4.72) ) 

Heree we only indicated the steps needed to obtain this result, they are analogous 
too the steps made in deriving f^\ j$ and we will give a full account of these steps in 
thee next section where we derive general selection rules. It is also possible to see 
thee results in this section as a special case of equation 4.88 in the next section. 
Specializingg to p = 1,2, we have the following explicit results 

p=l p=l 

p=2 p=2 

fj\jj(fj\jj( ,,mmuum2,mi)m2,mi) = [<5*n1=Tna - Sfnv. -m-i-m-i - 1 

fj\jj{mi,Tn2,mi)fj\jj{mi,Tn2,mi) = 

~rr öjTCi^mi —2 
mm22 — TTii + 1 

0(mii  - 2 < m-i < m2) (4.73) ) 

Whilee the results for p = 1 are a direct consequence of the Wick theorem, the 
expressionss 4.67 and 4.73 for p ^ 1 show that the 'ideal gas interpretation' is 
noo longer applicable for general p: both form factors can be non-vanishing for a 
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processs where the energy of the electron annihilation operator J*  does not match 
thee incoming electron energies rtii  or m\. The energy difference is compensated 
byy a second 'spectator particle'. Furthermore, the form factors fjjj  and f&j^ 
aree not the only non-vanishing form factor of ,P with two incoming particles; for 
example,, there are non-vanishing overlaps between a state created by applying 
.P.P on the a 2-electron state and states containing more quasi-particles than just a 
singlee electron. The additional quasi-particles can be visualized as (neutral) density 
wavess or excitons. which are composed of a single electron and p quasi-holes. In 
thee next section, we explore the selection rules that determine in a more general 
settingg the possible out-states for which the form factor of ,P with a given in-state 
iss non-vanishing. 

4.55 A Form Factor Selection Rule 

Forr the approximation of the electron or hole Green's functions on a v — ^ frac-
tionall  quantum Hall effect edge we can use a form factor expansion. An important 
stepp is then to establish which form factors can be excluded from the analysis from 
thee start. We will show that such a selection rule can be formulated in the CS-
basis.. Using the mapping between the two bases the results can be translated to 
thee fqH-basis. 
Thee power of Jack Polynomial technology (JPT) in analyzing the formfactor 

N{{P)N{{P) j,q\J-m+q+P-$\<l + PA") J)N (4-74) 

comescomes from the fact that JPT can be used twice, because a product of vertex-
operatorss can be written as a sum over products of a 'coordinates' Jack-polynomials 

PfPfxx-.-. {{zz}) and 'bosonic modes' Jack-operators J{\y Both the coordinate and the 
bosonicc mode Jack-polynomials can be manipulated using the results for Jack-
polynomialss in mathematical literature [76]. 
Inn section 4.4.3 we already made use of the freedom to rearrange the part of the 
normall  ordered operator that survives after application of the normal ordered op-
eratorr to the vacuum. Here we will make use of this possibility again, and this will 
enablee us to analyze the action of a single mode-operator J_m+q+P_z on a state 
createdd by a Jack-operator. 
Wee can expand a product a product of N + 1 edge-electron operators in Jack 
polynomialss and Jack operators, 

N N 

J{w)i[j(zi)\q)J{w)i[j(zi)\q)  = 
i=i i=i 

NN N 

w-^iiiw-z^jiizi-zjrYizr w-^iiiw-z^jiizi-zjrYizr 
t = ll  i<j i—1 
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(4.75) ) 

Fromm this expression we would like to extract information about the form factor 

;v{{/i }}  j,q\ J-m+q+p-  ̂ \q + P-. {"ij ) A' where we now used normalized Jack-states 

\qA»}j)N\qA»}j)N = ("I)" 1 ( j ^ } ) è 4 ' } l« ' { °» - <4-76> 

Thee state \q—Np, {v} /) ;v with Ar — l{v) can be extracted from the Y\i-\ J(zi)\q, {0} ) 
statee by applying the operator O^  ̂ {{zi}\p) to it, 

°{u},q({zi};p)°{u},q({zi};p)  = 

1 = 1 1 

(4.77) ) 

wheree we made use of the inner product (4.12) on coordinate dependent Jack-
polynomials.. The norm p? , n of the Jack-polynomials will drop out of the final 
result.. We can write 

J-mJ-m + q + p-%\q ~ Pt(f), {"}J)N = 

MMmm--qq--pp{w)0{w)0{vU{vU{{zi}xp)J{w){{zi}xp)J{w) JJ J ( * ) , |g,{0}) (4.78) 
l l 

where e 

Noww we can apply the operators Mm_9_p(u;) and O ^ j  ̂ (p: {zi}) to the expansion 
off  J(w) Yii=i  J{zi)\q) m J&ck polynomials. If we take the inner product of the 
expansionn with ,V({/J}J,<?|, where q = q — (N + l)p, we can argue using general 
resultss about Jack-polynomial inner products which form factors have a non-zero 
value.. We first rewrite the product 

n<«,, - *>»=£ c{
p„, }^

vn(f)" ' («o) 
1=11 {71,}  t = l 

wheree n̂  — 0 , 1 , . .. ,p. W'e insert this into the expansion given in (4.75), and we use 
thatt PrPA| (w) is zero when not of the form {A}  = (Ai, 0,0,...). From this we can 
seee for which Mm_p_q(w) we get contributions to the state J m̂+q+p^t\{v}j,q — 
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pN)pN).. Looking at the powers of w appearing in the expansion we find the following 
condition, , 

pNpN + \1+q+p=\n\+m+q  or eqnivalently Ai = \n\ + m. (4.81) 

Varyingg \n\ =  1
l̂l n, over all allowed values \n\ — 0 , . .. ,pN we find that Ai has to 

satisfyy the inequalities, 
mm < Ai < m+pN (4.82) 

whichh alternatively can be written as a restriction on m 

Aii  > m > A] - Np. (4.83) 

Thee last condition is strange from the perspective taken so far where we looked 
att a state depending on a given m and an expansion containing a sum over {A} . 
Laterr we will see that the restrictions coming from the fact that only {A}  = (Ai) 
contributess to the form factor can be translated into an extra condition on A] 
comingg from {p} and {u}. With the help of the inequality above this condition on 
Aii  can be translated into a condition on m. 

i i 

Wee will write ({P}J\{^}J{V}J)N for the inner product {q, {p}j\JFx'\\Q  ̂ {V}J)N-

Too find for which Ai we find contributions to the form factor we use Proposition 
5.33 from Stanley. 

Proposition:ƒƒƒ the tableaus {/i} , {n} , {v} label Jack-operators associated with the 
samesame parameter /? = <£, J then the inner product 

« M U W S M ^ OO (4.84) 

ifif  and only if p C v and vjp is a horizontal n-strip. 

Thee relation p C v indicates that for all i we have pi < V{. The skew tableaux 
vjpvjp is the tableaux containing all boxes which are in the tableau v but not in the 
tableauu p. If every column of the skew tableau contains at most one box it is called 
aa horizontal strip and if furthermore the total number of boxes in it is n it is called 
aa horizontal n-strip. 
Fromm this proposition we get the condition 

0 << Ai <pl (4.85) 

andd only for p with l{p) — l(p) or l(p) = l(p) - 1 the inner product can be non-zero. 
Furthermore,, combining the inequalities we find 

max(0,m)) < Ai <m (4.86) 

thiss implies that 

mm < m =  Jl_Q_^\q, {p}.i) = 0. (4.87) 
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Figuree 4.4: / arms and p legs 

Wee can use the results we obtained so far to analyze the terms in the following 
expressionn for the form factor 

N{q,{fN{q,{fJJ'}j\J-m+q+p-$\{v}j,q+P)N'}j\J-m+q+p-$\{v}j,q+P)N = 

(f (f M ' ' J2J2 5(m-X1+\n\)Cln}N{{fJ'}j\{Xl}{p}) 
*>}.<(" )) {n,},{Ai},{p } 

(flMoizAm^z^AP(flMoizAm^z^AP ({z-'}) ^({Zi})Pl } ({;,} ) J * }  ( { , - ' } ) 
\i=l \i=l 

(4.1 (4.1 

wheree the summations extend over i.j = 1 , . . ., N and n = m ns with nt € 
0 , 1 , . . .,, p. 
Thiss expression implies that for given {p} the set of {«/j's is reduced because the re-
strictionss put on {/)}  by {/*.}  restrict the shape of the {^}' s to partitions containing 
{/* }}  — (/*2»-  >A*M) with M = /({//}) . Furthermore the tableaus {u} are smaller 
inn the sense of dominance ordering then a partition which contains {/} }  and has at 
mostt p legs and /({//} ) arms. This result is a generalization of a zero-temperature 
resultt from Lesage. Pasquier, and Serban [55]. The statement is made more precise 
inn the following theorem. 

Theorem::  The state \q + p. {u}}) can only give a non-zero form factor 

N(Wj,q\J-N(Wj,q\J-mm++ qq+p-%\q-rP,{v}j)N+p-%\q-rP,{v}j)N Ï 0 (4-89) 

ifif  it satisfies the following conditions 
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c.c. \t/\ + m = |/i| 

d.d. 1. Vi < p for i > l{{fi}) 

&&  EJ=I^<D=I(^+P ) 
TheseThese conditions imply that the tableau {i/}  should have at most p legs and l(p.) 
arms,arms, see fig. 4-4-

Proof::  Because it is possible to rewrite any Jack-polynomial as a linear combi-
nationn of J?x, = \[ i Pfx i, proposition 2.4 in [76], which are products of Jack-
polynomialss labeled with horizontal strips, 

ppïn}=ïn}=  E u{n}{x}J[xy (4.90) 
{\}>{n} {\}>{n} 

itt follows from the proposition 4.84 that {p} is contained in u. 
Wee can expand m{n) in Jack-polynomials, 

W}<{n] W}<{n] 

whichh is a simple consequence of triangularity. Furthermore we can expand 

PPl}=l}=  E 9 { P H M ^ M ' <4 '9 2) 

Combiningg the two expansions we see that tableaus which label the Jack-polynomials 
appearingg in the product ™>{n} pfp\ ^ a ve at most p legs and at most l{{p})  arms 
andd hence the only tableaus {u} giving a non-zero form factor satisfy the same 
demand. . 
Onn the other hand Jack-polynomials can by definition be expanded in monomial 
symmetricc functions, so we have 

{°}<{P} {°}<{P} 

Iff  we now use this expansion Pf, and then multiply the resulting m ây in the 
expansionn by m.{n} , then the products in the expansion will be linear combinations 
off  m âi\ satisfying {a'} < {a} + {n}. The whole sum can now be rewritten in 
termss of Jack-polynomials again, 

™W}™W}PPU=U=  E Win}<PH*} Pï<r}  f4"94) 
{<r}<{p}+{n} {<r}<{p}+{n} 

Noww {n} + {p} is a tableau with at most p legs and l(p) arms and the last part of 
thee theorem is proved. 
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i i 

i i 
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Finitee Temperature Green's 
Functions s 

5.11 Fermi-liquid to fqH-edge tunneling 

Havingg checked that the thermodynamics of fqH-edges is correctly reproduced in 
thee new quasi-particle language and having established some of the form factors 
propertiess we are now ready to move on and consider transport properties. Fol-
lowingg the set-up of a number of experiments, we shall consider a situation where 
electronss (or holes) from a Fermi-liquid reservoir are allowed to tunnel into a v = -
fqH-edge.. The DC TV-characteristic for this set-up, which were first computed by 
Kanee and Fisher [46] (see also [82, 18]), show a cross-over from a linear (thermal) 
regimee into a power-law behavior at high voltages and thus present a clear finger-
printt of the Luttinger liquid features of the fqH-edge. The experimental results 
fromm [19] are in agreement with these predictions. 
Thee calculations by Kane and Fisher were based on bosonization and on the 
Keldyshh formalism for non-equilibrium transport. Our goal here is to see if we can 
reproducee their results in an approach directly based on the edge quasi-partielc 
formalism.. Before going into this, we would like to stress that the Thermody-
namicc Bethc Ansatz (TBA) quasi-particles' behind the approach of [18] are quite 
differentt from what we have here, the most important distinction being that the 
TBAA quasi-particles are a combination of degrees of freedom of both sides of the 
tunnelingg barrier; they do not exist for a u = - edge in isolation. 

Iff  the v = ~ fqH-edge were to behave as a Fermi-liquid, we could calculate charge 
transportt across a barrier using a simple (Boltzmann) kinetic equation of the form 

I(V,T)<xeI(V,T)<xe j  ̂ <kW {f,(e - eV)F2(t) - F^e - eV)f2(f)} . (5.1) 

withh j{c) and F(e) the Fermi-Dirac distributions for electrons and holes, respec-
tively,, and W the probability for an electron or hole of energy t to cross the barrier 
andd enter the edge. As is well known, this Boltzmann equation leads to an ohmic 
andd temperature-independent current. Now that we have seen that the non-Fermi 
liquidd features of the ^ edge can be captured via the statistics of the edge quasi-
particless we can try to write a 'Boltzmann equation' for transport, to and from 
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fqH-edgess by putting in appropriate generalizations #(e) and G(c) of the quanti-
tiess /2(f) and F2(e), respectively. Before giving precise results we shall consider a 
'naive'' expression based on the intuition from the quasi-particle approach. In first 
approximation,, the factor g(t), which describes the probability for an electron to 
leavee a v — - edge, comprises two effects 

1.. a correlation effect, which can be traced to the non-trivial scaling dimension 
off  the edge electron operator. At zero temperature, this is the so-called 
tunnelingg density of states 

AA++ (e)(e) o c ^ "1 . (5.2) 

2.. a temperature dependence related to the exclusion statistics properties of the 
edgee electrons. As we have seen, the natural factor associated to the presence 
off  an edge electron is the distribution function 

n f l =P(f ))  (5-3) 

Combiningg these factors, we come to the naive expressions 

g(t)g(t) = e*~l n9=p(c) , (5-4) 

andd by similar reasoning we obtain 

G(c)G(c) = ep~l e* ng=p(e) , (5.5) 

wheree the thermal factor e0t np(e) has been dictated by the requirement of detailed 
balancee or outside the context of tunneling by the KMS-condition. 
Onee quickly finds that the Boltzmann equation with factors g and G is not exact 
att finite temperature. Later we shall further comment on this equation and argue 
thatt it can be viewed as part of a first stage in a systematic approach. Before we 
comee to that, we shall in the next section present a particularly simple derivation 
off  the exact perturbative I-V characteristics for tunneling from a Fermi-liquid to a 
vv — I fqH-edge. This derivation uses the idea of a kinetic equation, together with 
thee algebraic properties of the edge electrons. 

5.1.11 Kinetic Equation for Inter Edge Transport 

AA careful derivation, based directly on the form of the tunneling Hamiltonian 

HHintint <x t fde [*|;=1 (€)*„= ! (e) +h.c. (5-6) ) 

wheree "P*  denotes the electron creation operator for a fillin g fraction u fqH-edge. 
leadss to the following kinetic equation, see e.g. [82], 

I(\ I(\ \T)xet\T)xet22 r dt[f(e ~ eV)G(t) - F(f - eV)g(e)) . (5.7) 
J—00 J—00 
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wheree G.g are one particle Green's functions 

9v(c)9v(c) = <* I = i ( €ï * „=è( c)>* r , Gv{e) = < * „ = i ( e ) < = i ( e K T (5.8) 

forr edge electrons in the v =  fqH-edge, taken at V = 0. Note that the expres-
sionn 5.7 is perturbative as it gives the lowest non-trivial order in the parameter 
t. t. 
Thee quantities GV(e) and gv{t) can be determined by using two simple observa-
tions.. The first is that of detailed balance, which can be phrased as the requirement 
thatt at zero voltage there should be no current flowing. This fixes the ratio of Gy (e) 
andd gv(c) according to 

GGvv{€)=e{€)=e00«-«-eVeV)g)gvv(€).(€). (5.9) 

Thee second observation uses the algebraic properties of the edge electron operator, 
whichh include the anti-commutation relation 

{^^.(ejU^le'+e^+e^ .. (5.10) 

InIn this formula, E is the operator for the total energy per unit length, and AQ is 
thee operator for the total charge per unit length. Clearly, this anti-commutator 
fixess the sum Gy(e) + gv(e)- The expectation values of energy and charge follow 
directlyy from our analysis in chapter 3. We find 

{E){E) = « (w + ^ i r )  <Ae> = - e " o ^ (5.ii) 
andd obtain the exact expressions 

__ , . (<-eV)> + £ (€_eV)2 + £ , ^ 

Theyy lead to I-V characteristics 

/ ( K . D c c ^ ^^  + ^ r (5,3, 

inn agreement with the result obtained in different approaches [46, 18]. 
Clearly,, the Green's functions 5.8 can be evaluated in other ways, for example by 
usingg a conformal transformation in the x,t domain [82]. We would like to stress 
thatt our derivation is more direct and uses nothing more than the fundamental 
anti-commutationn relation of the edge electrons. For v — |, these are particularly 
simplee as they derive from the so-called N = 2 super-conformal algebra, which has 
beenn well- studied in other contexts. For other filling  fractions the fundamental 
anti-commutatorss look more complicated but are available in principle. 
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5.1.22 Interpretation in Terms of Exclusion Statistics 

Iff  we compare the exact kinetic equation for v = § with a naive generalized Boltz-
mannn equation, we see that the mistake in the latter is in the approximation of the 
Green'ss function g{e) by a the product g(e) of a tunneling density of states times 
aa Haldane distribution for fractional statistics. 
Thee reason why this approximation turns out to be rather poor is that the operator 
AV(c)) = * f _ i (e)*i,= i (<0 inside a fqH-edge is not to be viewed as a simple counting 
operatorr weighted by the appropriate power law of e. This fact can be traced to 
thee non-trivial operator terms in the r.h.s. of eq. 5.10. To further illustrate this 
pointt we evaluated the expectation value of the operator JV«(c) in a normalized 
one-electronn state \a') 

<e'|Ar*(€)|e')) oc eH{e - c') + 6 ( f ' ~ ^ + ^ W ' - e) . (5.14) 

Thiss result shows an interaction effect, in the action of Ny(e) on a one-electron 
state:: rather than just counting quanta of energy e, the operator JV<p(e) is sensitive 
too the presence of quanta at energy e' > e as well. In the Green's function g(e) (for 
€€ > 0), the first term on the r.h.s. of eq. 5.14 corresponds to g(e), while the second 
termm leads to the following correction term 

g(mg(m{€){€) _ g{e) = 6 f°° de' V-W2+e*)  ö3(e') . (5.15) 

Inn figure 5.1 we have plotted the exact result for g(e) against the approximations 
g(t)g(t) and ff (1,o)(<0- Clearly, the correction term included in s( , '0)(e) greatly improves 
thee accuracy of the description. 
Thee situation here can be described as follows. As far as thermodynamics goes, 
thee distribution functions n3(c) and fii(e) give exact results for quantities such as 

specificc heat and conductances. However, the operators $ , ( ( ) , * w=i(e) are not 
one-particlee operators in the usual sense, as they do not simply add or extract a 
singlee quasi-particle from a many-particle state. In edge tunneling experiments, 
thee edge system communicates with a Fermi liquid via the operators ^ ! / = i (e) and 
^„=i( €)) a nd w e c an n o t a v o id interaction effects. We do believe, however, that a 
systematicc expansion based on the quasi-particle picture is possible. Evidence for 
thiss claim is the calculation above and the calculation following in the rest of this 
chapter. . 

5.22 Form Factor Expansion 

Thee Green's function g(e) can be viewed as a one-point function for the operator 
Nw(t)Nw(t) — * t _ i ( f ) * i / ^ i ( e ). In the formulation on the finite system of size L, this 

operatorr is represented as Nj(m) = aJ-mJ^, with e - am, with a = -  ̂ the 
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9(e) 9(e) 

Figuree 5.1: One-particle Green's function g(e) in units [3]  as a function of the 
energiee e in units [3~x]  for filling  fraction v =  and at zero voltage. The drawn 
curvee is the exact result 5.12; the dashed curve is the approximation g(e) and the 
dottedd curve corresponds to g^1,0\e). 

energyy level spacing in the finite size system. This one-point function is formally 
expressedd as 

E s t a t e ^ <s t a t eI N JJ ( m ) I s t a t e) e xP ( ~ e s t a t e) , 

E s t a t e e « ^S t a t el s t a t e) e xP (__ e s t a t e) 

Thee sum runs over a basis of the full Hilbert space of the edge CFT, and we can 
optt for the fqH quasi-particle basis discussed in chapter 4. The idea is now that 
thee matrix elements (state\Nj(m)\state) are dominated by processes where only 
aa few of the quasi-particles that are present in a concrete basis state |{m;;nj} ) 
participate. . 
Forr the case at hand, the lowest contribution comes from 1-particle states |(mi)), 
forr which one computes the matrix element 

D(1'°)(m;m1)) = i V { (mi) |J_1_m j { 1 + m| (m1) )A :5.r r 

Thee expected presence of an edge electron of energy mi is given by the distribution 
functionn np(ei = ami). This leads to the following contribution to the Green's 
function n 

^ 0 ) ( e ) = f l r ^ ° ) ( m , f f l i ) f i p ( f l m i ) . . 
' » i i 

(5.18) ) 

Iff  we now consider the matrix element of Nj(m) against a two-electron state, we 
findfind (see next subsection) that it is not simply the sum of two 1-particle contribu-
tions.. The left-over part is what we call the irreducible 2-electron matrix element 

D (2'0)(m:: mi. m2) = ,v((mj, m2)| J-3-m J+3+mI(m2, mi))N 
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-A ' ( (m i ) | J_3 -mJ i3 + m| <m i )> .YY - N{{m2)\J-3-mJ+3+m\(m2))N

(5.19) ) 

Itt leads to an additional contribution 0(2'O)(m) to the Green's function 

ffff <<22'°>(e)=a'°>(e)=a Y, Di2^\m:mum2)np(aml)np(am2)  (5.20) 

Similarly,, we define 

DDilil ^(m;mi,ni)^(m;mi,ni) ~ 

1v((n i ,mi) |J_ i -T n j |1 + m| (mi ,n i ) )A'' - ^{(mi ) |7_ i -m J{.1+m](mi ))jV 

(5.21) ) 

and d 
p( 1 '1) (e)=aa ^ D(ul}{m;mum)np(aml)ni.(am) (5.22) 

77111 i " l 

Continuingg in this manner, we build up the following expansion 

{rni\n{rni\n }}}}  i J 

(5.23) ) 

Wee remark that an expansion of precisely this type has been proposed by LeClair 
andd Mussardo [54], see also Saleur [68]. This work was done in the context of 
integrablee qft's, that are fully characterized by a factorized 5-matrix. In such a 
context,, the irreducible form factors are constrained by the form factor axioms, 
andd the distribution functions have their origin in a TBA procedure. Although 
clearlyy in the same spirit, the analysis that we present here is very different at the 
technicall  level. We obtain the relevant form factor by explicit computation in a 
theoryy that is regularized by the finite size of the fqH edge, and we have identified 
thee relevant distribution functions by analyzing the state counting of the (discrete) 
spectrumm of the finite-size system. We thus do not rely on an underlying (massless) 
S-matrixx point of view. 

5.33 Finite T Green's Function for p = 2 

Ass a proto-type study for a form factor expansion based on CFT quasi-particles, 
wee now analyze the Green's function g(e), for p = 2 in that spirit. Obviously, an 
exactt result is easily obtained 

»WW = Tshj  (5'24) 
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Thee Bose-Einstein denominator in this expression has its origin in the fact that 
thee operators J, Jf satisfy bosonic commutation relations. In the spirit of the 
quasi-particlee formulation, we wish to treat the J, .^-quanta as quasi-particles 
withh exclusion statistics g~2, and see if we can recover the Green's function g(e) 
inn such an approach. 
Too evaluate explicitly the leading terms in the form factor expansion 5.23 for g(e), 
wee need to evaluate the relevant irreducible matrix elements. While it is clear that 
thesee matrix elements have very special mathematical properties, we here compute 
themm by a simple brute force computation, relying on the algebraic properties of the 
operatorss J , Q and ^ , which form a representation and a doublet representation 
off  SU{2)u 

[Jt^r] [Jt^r] 

\}a£\}a£ 3, UJr\ 

[QS,<P^] [QS,<P^] 

[J?,tf] [J?,tf] 

Vtitf] Vtitf] 

—— sös+T 4- Qs+ 

—— 2sos+r 

== r 

—— 2 7

~~ $t+r 

== 0 

(5.25) ) 

Furthermore,, we use the explicit form of the two-particle states |(m2,mi)) and 
\{m\\n\))\{m\\n\)) at p — 2, 

2 2 
\(rn-\(rn-22.mi)).mi)) = [m2,mi> + - V " |m2 + Lmi - / ) , (5.26) 

and d 

|(mi;ni))) - | m i ; m )- — - TT Y*  |mi + i;m - / ) , (5.27) 
(mi+2n11 + l ) £ j l 

with h 

|m2,mi)) = J-3-m2J--i-mi\Q) , \mi;ni) = i _ 1_m i ^ _ i _n i |0) . (5.28) 

Thesee states have the following norms 

W (m2.mi)) = ((mi,m2) | (m2,mi)) = m 2 ~ m i (m2+3) (m1 +1 ), (5.29) 
m22 — mi + o 

and d 

JV(mi ;n i )) = {(ni,mi)\{müm)) = ™l + 2"1 + 2) (mt + 1 ) ^ . (5.30) 
ÏTÏ11 + ZJl\ + 1 
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Onee electron 

Forr the (irreducible) one electron matrix element we found 

Z?(1'0)(m;mi)) = ;v<(mi) |J_i_mJ+1 +J(mi))j V -

( mm + 1 \ 
1 -- m ) Q ( m < m i) . (5.31) 

Twoo electrons 

Forr the irreducible two electron matrix element we find 

D ( 2 '0 ,(m;m2,mi)) = 

- 2 ( m2 + 3)) . - 2 ( m i + l ) 
++ Om-mi+2 

++

m-2m-2 - nil + 3 m2 — mi + I 

44 1 1 

(m22 — mi + 3) (m2 — mi + 1) (mi + l)(m2 +3) 

x[0(mm < mi — 2)P(m;mi ,m2) 

+0 (mm < m2 < m + m i )Q(m;mi ,m2) 

+0 (mm < m2) i?(m;mi,m2) ] , (5.32) 

with h 

j P(m;mi,m2)) = 

(rn-2(rn-2 — ni\ + 3)(mi - m — 2)(2mi - m2 — 3) 

+(mii  - m - 2)(mi - m - 3)(-3m2 + x"M + ö m ~ "ï") 

++ (m + 3)[-2(m2 - m, + 3)(2mi - m - 1) 

-2mi (mii  + 1) + (m + 3)(m2 + mi — m + 1)] 

<2(m;mi,m2)) — 

(mii  - m2 + m + l)[(m2 - mi + 3)2 + 2(m2 - mi + 3)(mi - m2 + m) 

2 2 
++ o (m i ~ m2 + m ) ( m i  - m2 + m- 1)] 

i?(m;mi,m2)) — 

(m22 - m)(mi + l)(m2 - mj + 3) + -mi (mi + l)(mi + 3m2 - 3m + 2) 
o o 

(5.33) ) 
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Thee polynomials P. Q and R enjoy special properties, which include 

(P(P + Q + /?) (m:mi ,m2) = - (mj —m-i - l)(mi - m2 - 2)(mi - m2 - 3) . (5.34) 

Onee electron and one quasi-hole 

Thee irreducible matrix element with one electron and one hole is found to be 

D^D^ ,x,x\m\m\\m\m\ ,ri\) — 

mii  + 1 
'm.\'m.\ ,m ii  + 2ni + 1 

1 1 
+ 0 (mm < mi) 

CC{{
mm ^(m-1 + 2ni + 2)(mi + 2m + l)(mi + 1) 

C „ 1 ^ 1 + m5 ( m ; m i , n i ) + C n,, 2 T (m:mi ,n i) ;5.35) ) 

with h 

5(m;mi ,n i)) = 

88 4 
(mii  + 2ni + l ) 2 + (m + m - m i ) (- - 4(m! + 2nr + 2)) + - (m + m - mi)2 

T(m;; mi ,n i) = 

2(mii  - m)((mi + 2rn + l ) 2 - 1) + 2 (2^ + l)(mi - m - 1) 

+2(?mm + l ) ( 2 m + l ) . (5.36) 

5.3.11 Evaluating the Series 

Withh the information collected in the previous subsections, we can evaluate the 1-
particlee and 2-particle contributions </1,0* , g^2  ̂ and f/1,1' to the Green's function 

Thee expressions 5.18, 5.20, and 5.22 for (/('2>°> and g(l,v*  are discrete sums, which 
wee wish to study in the limi t a —> 0. In this limit , one may view the expressions as 
Riemannn sums and evaluate them using continuous integrals; however, one needs 
too be careful because the integrands as they stand have singularities, and the sums 
aree not term-by-term convergent. One may check however that by carefully redis-
tributingg some of the terms, one obtains convergent sums that can be approximated 
byy the corresponding continuous integrals. Proceeding in this manner, and using a 
numericall  integrator, we obtained the results plotted in figure 5.3 and figure 5.2 . 
Wee observe that the form factor series converge in the following sense: while the 
1-particlee terms agree with the exact result for e greater than about 3fcsT, the 
resultt with 2-particle terms included has reached the exact value at t greater than 
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9(e) 9(e) 

Figuree 5.2: One-particle Green's function g(e) in units [/? = ^ f ] for fillin g fraction 
v'v' = | as a function of energy in units [/?-1] - The upper solid curve is the exact 
result,, the data points represent the sum of all contributions with up to two particles 
present.. The lower solid curve represents the naive approximation discussed in the 
introductionn of this chapter. 

aboutt '2ksT. For energies e <<£ fcsT, the thermal factors do not efficiently suppress 
manyy particle contributions, and the convergence of the form factor expansion is 
expectedd to be slow. 
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Wee remark that the asymptotic behavior for e > fc^T of the 2-particle terms is 

<?<2'°>(e)) - c2e~0t g{1'l)(z) ~ c^3' (5.37) 

withh _ 

C22 = - 2 / <&iÖ2(ei) , ci = / dc iö i ( ê i) , (5.38) 
Joo 2 Jo 2 

Remarkably,, the duality relation 3.26 between the distributions leads to the relation 

cc22 = - ci (5.39) 

meaningg that the Boltzmann tails of the 2-particle terms precisely cancel. This 
'conspiracy'' was needed as, numerically, it is seen that the deviation between the 
exactt curve g(c) and the 1-particle term p(1,0^(e) is far smaller than the individual 
Boltzmannn tails of <?(2'° and g(l> lK 

5.44 Conclusions 

Thee results in this chapter show that with the fqH-basis we identified the basis in 
whichh the one-point Green's function can be approximated very efficiently using 
onlyy form factors which involve a few quasi-particles. From our results in the 
precedingg chapter we can see that in an alternative basis, like the CS-basis, the 
numberr of quasi-particles needed to describe the same form factors ranges from a 
feww for low energy states to many for the high energy states. This shows that the 
fqH-basiss gives the most efficient description of the degrees of freedom relevant for 
thee description of the one point Green's functions on the fqH-edge. 
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Figuree 5.3: One-particle Green's function g(e) for filling  fraction v' = | as a 
functionn of energy, both in units [fcsT]. The upper solid curve is the exact result; 
thee data points are the numerical results for: </1,0) (diamonds), </2'0^ (circles) and 
^(1,1)) (c r o s s e s) The sum of all contributions is represented by squares. 
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Summary y 

InIn this thesis we give a quasi-particle description of fractional quantum Hall sys-
tems.. The idea behind such an approach is that an appropriate choice of quasi-
particless can lead to a considerable simplification of the calculation of the physical 
propertiess of a system. More importantly, the identification of the appropriate 
quasi-particless often reflects a real understanding of the physics of a system. This 
summaryy will help the reader understand some of the ideas and the results which 
appearr in this thesis. 

S.. 1 The Concepts in the Titl e 

Mostt people are unfamiliar with the concepts in titl e of this thesis. In this section 
wee introduce these concepts: fractional quantum Hall systems and quasi-particles. 
Itt should give enough insight to understand the next section in which we introduce 
somee of the properties of quasi-particles in fractional quantum Hall systems. 

S.. 1.1 Particles and Quasi-particles 

Whatt is a quasi-particle? A quasi-particle is a long-lived pattern in matter which, at 
shortt time scales, shows the behavior of a particle. Although in general a physicist 
wouldd not think this way, a grain of sugar can be thought of as a quasi-particle. 
Itt is clear that if we want to describe how sugar falls from a spoon it is more 
convenientt to build our description on the roughly 1,000 sugar grains than on the 
roughlyy 1,000, 000,000,000,000,000,000 sugar molecules. If we put the sugar in a 
cupp of coffee and stir, we see that the sugar grains are no longer long-lived, and to 
understandd how sugar dissolves in coffee we have to examine the properties of sugar 
molecules.. This suggests that one should choose the quasi-particles appropriate to 
thee process one tries to describe. 
Anotherr example of a quasi-particle is a wave on the ocean surface. This exam-
plee is getting closer to a physicist's view on quasi-particles. In a wave the water 
molecules,, the 'real' particles, move up and down. The wave itself, however, moves 
horizontally.. A physicist calls this a collective effect: only if you have many parti-
cles,, a collective, can you make a wave and this wave has new properties which can 
bee very different from the properties of the individual particles. Another example 
iss the wave in a football stadium. Now, supporters are the particles. They move 
upp and down on their seats but the wave travels around the stadium. 
Ann important property of particles is their statistics. The statistics of particles is 
aa rule for combining particles. For the spoon of sugar we saw there were many 
grainss on the spoon and in principle we could describe the sugar by giving the 
positionn and orientation of every grain, assuming all the grains have the same size 
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andd shape. But we know we can use every position only once because there can 
nott be two grains at the same place at the same time. This statistics is called 
fermionicc and corresponds to Pauli's exclusion principle: every position can at the 
mostt be occupied by a single grain. For the waves on the ocean the statistics is 
calledd bosonic as different waves can occupy the same position at the same time: 
theyy can move through each other, and many small waves can combine into one 
bigg wave. 

S.. 1.2 Fractional Quantum Hall Systems 

Whatt is a fractional quantum Hall system? To answer this question we first present 
thee devices (called heterostructures), which can be turned into fractional quantum 
Halll  systems by cooling them to very low temperatures (20mK-4K) and by putting 
themm in a strong magnetic field. 
AA heterostructure is a sandwich of two semi-conductors. Semi-conductors form a 
classs of materials that is very important to modern society because one can use 
themm to build computers. The reason that all modern computers are built from 
semi-conductorss is that their properties can be manipulated very well. A clean 
semi-conductorr cannot conduct, but if one adds the right kind of impurities, called 
electronn acceptors or electron donors, the semi-conductor becomes conducting. 
Inn a heterostructure the impurities, electron donors in this case, are put close to the 
interfacee between two different semi-conductors. The impurities donate electrons 
too the semi-conductor. In a normal semi-conductor these electrons would move 
throughh the semi-conductor, but in a heterostructure these electrons prefer to be 
closee to the interface. If you cool the heterostructure to very low temperatures the 
electronn movement is restricted to a thinner and thinner layer close to the interface. 
Iff  the temperature is low enough the electrons will be frozen to the interface, but 
theyy can still move along the interface. Their world has become two-dimensional. 
Iff  the heterostructure is in a strong transverse magnetic field the electrons at the 
interfacee can show a new kind of behavior. This phenomenon was first observed in 
19822 by Tsui, Störmer and Gossard. Soon after the first observation Laughlin gave 
ann interpretation of the experiment. For this work Laughlin, Tsui and Störmer 
sharedd the 1998 Nobel-prize. What is this new behavior? Two figures will explain 
thee phenomenon. 

InIn figure S. 1.1 we see a four terminal geometry in which the fractional quantum 
Halll  effect is measured. We look at the interface from above. To the interface six 
contactss are attached: the source (S), the drain (D) and four terminals. From the 
sourcee electrons are injected into the sample and they leave the sample at the other 
sidee into the drain. The current is flowing in the opposite direction because the 
electronss have negative charge and the current direction refers to the movement, of 
positivee charge. The terminals are used to probe voltage differences. The voltage 
differencee between terminal A and C is called the Hall-voltage Vti, and the voltage 
differencee between A and B is called the longitudinal voltage VL. 
Whenn there is no magnetic field the Hall voltage will be zero. However, when a 
magneticc field B perpendicular to the interface is present and a current I is flowing 
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Figuree S. 1.1: Four terminal geometry. Not drawn is the magnetic field, which is 
perpendicularr to the two dimensional interface. Picture taken from [51. 

theree will be a non-zero Hall-voltage over the sample. It is the Lorentz force on a 
chargee moving in a magnetic field which causes the Hall voltage. From the classical 
descriptionn of the Lorentz force we expect that the Hall voltage will behave as 

VuVu — CH-AUIB (S.I; ; 

withh CH.-VII a constant known as the Hall coefficient. From this equation follows 
thatt the Hall-resistance 

PHPH =  T (S.. 2) 

wil ll  depend linearly on the magnetic field. However, in figure S. 1.2. in which the 
resultss of a measurement of pH as a function of the magnetic field are depicted, we 
seee that a structure with many plateaus appears instead of the predicted straight 
line.. The plateaus occur when the the conductance ^jt=L \s a t a value which is 

pa pa 

aa simple odd fraction like | or § of the fundamental quantum of conductance ^ . 
Thee appearance of this structure is called the fractional quantum Hall effect. The 
namee of the effect indicates that we need quantum mechanics instead of classical 
mechanicss to understand it. 
NowNow we can define fractional quantum Hall systems: The electrons at the interface 
inin a heterostructure form a fractional quantum Hall system, when in a measure-
mentment of the Hall-resistance we are at the centre of a fractional quantum Hall effect 
plateau,plateau, with Hall conductance equal to a fractional (non-integer) multiple of j -
Thee occurence of the (fractional) quantum Hall effect, i.e.. the formation of plateaus 
andd transitions between them, has been explained by beautiful theories that com-
binee the effects of long range interactions and disorder. In this thesis we do not 
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Figuree S. 1.2: The Hall resistance pu as a function of magnetic field B. picture 
takenn from Willett et al.[83] 

discusss these aspects, but we focus entirely on the special states of matter that are 
formedd in fractional quantum Hall systems. 

S.. 2 Properties of Quasi-Particles in fqH-Systems 

Thee quasi-particles in fractional quantum Hall systems are special for two related 
reasons:: they carry fractional charge and satisfy fractional statistics. In fact, an 
analogyy to fractional charge and statistics can be found in a lot of construction 
toyss as we will show in the first subsection. 
Fractionall  quantum Hall systems are strongly correlated electron systems. Among 
otherr things this is visible in the way electrons leak from a fractional quantum Hall 
systemm to a metal needle in their vicinity. In the second subsection we will discuss 
thee Green's function which plays a central role in describing the leak current. 

S.. 2.1 Fractional Charge and Statistics 

Althoughh the smallest free charges in the universe are believed to be the negative 
electronn charge - e and the positive proton charge +e. the quasi-particles in frac-
tionall  quantum Hall systems carry a fractional charge. A simple example shows 
thatt it is possible to make patterns which have a size equal to a fraction of the size 
off  the system's building blocks. 
Takee Lego blocks with length three and height and width one and put them in a 
onee layer thick row on a groundplate with width one and length N > 1. In this row 
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theree can be holes, i.e. unoccupied positions, which have a size equal to one-third 
off  Lego block. If there are a few holes and many Lego blocks it is easier to describe 
thee row by specifying the positions of the holes than by specifying all the positions 
off  the blocks. In this situation a description in terms of quasi-par tic les (i.e. the 
holes)) is shorter and more efficient. The holes which are the building blocks of our 
neww description are 'fractional anti-blocks', and only if we have three of them in 
neighbouringg positions is there enough room to replace them by a block. If our Lego 
blockss would carry charge —e it would be natural to associate with every position 
aa charge +e/3 which makes the system neutral if all positions are occupied. With 
thiss choice a hole acquires a charge e/3. This is the uncompensated background 
chargee at an empty position. 
Thee row of Lego blocks gives us a rough idea of fractional statistics or, more 
precisely,, spectral shift statistics, which is the main topic of chapters 'Spectral 
Shiftt Statistics' and 'Quasi-Particle Thermodynamics'. Statistics of the blocks is 
directlyy related to the number of ways in which you can put M Lego blocks in a 
roww on a ground plate of length Ar. The Fermi statistics we encountered before 
wouldd correspond to Lego blocks of length 1 and the holes and the blocks would 
havee the same size. Bose statistics would be slightly outside this picture because 
wee have to allow for piling up the Lego blocks of length one in one position. Integer 
statisticss coincides with Fermi statistics except that the size of the Lego blocks is 
ann integer g which is larger than 1. Fractional statistics is obtained by switching 
fromm a description with blocks of size g to a description in terms of the holes and 
formulatingg the counting rules using the number of holes. 
Inn the chapters we mentioned a lot of attention is paid to the concept of duality, 
whichh in fact is nothing but the statement we encountered before, namely, that to 
specifyy where the Lego blocks are is the same as specifying where the holes are. 
Withh some of oversimplification we can directly obtain the duality relation from the 
relationss between the hole density and the Lego block density. If the ground plate 
hass length N this length will be equal to the sum of the number of holes # (holes) 
pluss the length of the blocks g multiplied by the number of blocks #(blocks), 

NN = #(holes) + g #(blocks). (S. 3) 

Iff  we divide all terms by N, and call g #(holes)/TV the hole density n(holes), and 
## (blocks)/TV the block density n(blocks), we get 

(?-1n(holes)) = 1 — pn(blocks) (S. 4) 

whichh is similar to as the result obtained in equation 3.26 in this thesis. The 
normalizationn constant appearing in the definition of n (holes) cannot be justified 
byy this analogy. In a fractional quantum Hall system the constant can be related 
too the energy difference between two neighboring holes, which instead of \(g turns 
outt to be 1/p2 of the difference between two neighboring electrons. 
InIn the bulk of fractional quantum Hall systems the role of the length of the ground 
platee is played by the number of magnetic flux quanta and one electron occupies, 
forr example, an area containing three flux quanta. If the whole two dimensional 
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interfacee is filled with electrons it is possible to make three holes by removing one 
electron.. It is also possible to make one hole by adding an extra finx quantum to 
thee system. In our analogy adding a flux quantum would correspond to lengthening 
thee groundplate with one without increasing the number of Lego blocks. For the 
edgee of a fractional quantum Hall system there is no natural N but it turns out 
thatt the fractional statistics can be defined in small energy intervals that can be 
associatedd with a natural A". 

S-- 2.2 Removing Quasi-Particles 

Thee interaction between a fractional quantum Hall system and the outside world 
cann often be described in terms of adding and removing particles. An example of 
suchh an interaction could be the leakage of electrons from the system to a metal 
needle.. To calculate the current from the system to the needle we need Green's 
function,, which gives us (up to a constant) the number of electrons g{e)&t available 
forr leaking at energies in the interval [e.,e + Ae). Furthermore, we need W(f) which 
iss the probability per unit time for a particle available in this energy interval to 
leakk to the needle. 
Iff  we described the leakage from a metal system into the needle, g(e) would simply 
bee the expected occupation n(e) of a state of energy e multiplied by the thermo-
dynamicc density of states D(e), 

g{e)g{e) = D(e)n(e). (S. 5) 

Thee contribution to the current from electrons in this interval becomes 

/]eakage([€,€€ + Ac)) ex W(e)D{e)n(e)Ae. (S. 6) 

Thee current will depend on the Green's function of the needle, but in our notation 
wee suppressed that dependence to keep the argument simple. 
InIn figure S. 2.3 we see the true Green's function and the approximation S. 5 of the 
Green'ss function for a specific fractional quantum Hall system. It is clear that the 
approximationn fails in this case. The reason for this is that the electrons in the 
systemm strongly interact: it is as if they were connected to each other by strings, 
andd if one pulls out one of the electrons many electrons follow. In reality the 
electronss repel each other but the effect is the same. 
Too express g(e) in quantities like D(e) and n(e) is the main goal of the work in 
thee last chapters. Instead of D(e) we need a set of matrix elements D(t,{et}, {£j}) 
whichh describe processes in which the electron is available for leakage only after a 
reorganizationn of other quasi-particles present at energies {€i},{êj} . In the sim-
plestt (fermionic) case only the quasi-particle put in or taken out takes part in the 
reorganisationn the matrix element and D(e) is the tunneling density of states. Then 
wee can g(e) factorize into £>(e)n(e). In general g(e) is obtained by multiplying the 
matrixx elements with the distribution functions ne-(f,t) and ühièj) and summing 
overr ti and êj, 

g(e)g(e) = 5Z D(f,{fl},{f.J})ne-(€l).. .ne-(fM)nh{èi).. .nh{fN). (S. 7) 

{<j}.{Éi } } 
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Figuree S. 2.3: The naive approximation D(e)n(e) (lower curve) and the true Green's 
functionn g(e) (upper curve) as a function of energy in units [fce L̂ for a specific 
fractionall  quantum Hall system. 

InIn principle there are infinitely many of these matrix elements. Luckily it is ex-
pectedd that a very good approximation of g(e) is obtained using matrix elements 
whichh describe processes in which only a few quasi-particles participate. 
Forr the simplest fractional quantum Hall systems we were able to find strong ev-
idencee that this expectation is met; in figure S. 2.4 we plotted our results, which 
shouldd be compared with the naive approximation in figure S. 2.3. Furthermore, 
wee were able to develop a mathematical formalism needed for future generaliza-
tionss to more complicated fractional quantum Hall systems or other effectively 
one-dimensionall  models. 

S.. 3 Lessons Learned 

InIn this thesis we established that the fractionally charged quasi-particles at the 
edgee of a fractional quantum Hall system satisfy fractional spectral shift statis-
tics.. Furthermore, we found that it is possible to compute in good approximation 
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Figuree S. 2.4: One-particle Green's function g(e). The points represent our ap-
proximationn and the solid curve is the exact result. 

quantitiess of experimental interest, using quasi-particle and quasi-hole distribution 
functionss and matrix elements of suitable physical operators for the simplest frac-
tionall  quantum Hall systems. Although a full understanding of this approximation 
iss still lacking, we think we demonstrated its validity. For extension of the approach 
presentedd in this thesis to more complicated fractional quantum Hall systems or 
otherr low-dimensional strongly correlated systems further mathematical results in 
thee field of Jack-polynomials or more general symmetric polynomials are needed. 
Iff  such progress is made, the quasi-particle approach presented in this thesis can 
bee further streamlined, and can be made into an important tool in the analysis of 
stronglyy correlated electrons. 



Quasideeltjes s 
voor r 

Fractionelee Quantum 
Hallsystemen n 

InIn dit proefschrift, wordt een quasideeltjes beschrijving van fractionele quantum 
Hallsystemenn geïntroduceerd. De gedachte achter deze aanpak is dat een juiste 
keuzee van quasideeltjes tot een sterke vereenvoudiging kan leiden bij de berekening 
vann fysische grootheden. Bovendien is het vaak zo dat een goede keuze van de 
quasideeltjess leidt tot een beter begrip van de door deze deeltjes beschreven na-
tuurkunde.. Deze samenvatting zal enkele ideeën en resultaten die in dit proefschrift 
eenn belangrijke rol spelen introduceren bij de lezer. 

N.. 1 Betekenis van de Titel 

Voorr de meeste mensen zijn de woorden in de titel van dit proefschrift nieuw. 
Daaromm introduceren we in dit deel van deze samenvatting deze begrippen, ril. 
quasideeltjesquasideeltjes en fractionele quantum Hallsystemen. Hierna is het hoop ik zo dat de 
discussiee over de eigenschappen van de quasideeltjes te begrijpen is. 

N.. 1.1 Deeltjes en Quasideeltjes 

Watt is een quasideeltje? Een quasideeltje is te zien als een patroon in materie 
datt een lange levensduur bezit vergeleken met de processen die bestudeerd worden. 
Bovendienn moet dit patroon zich gedragen als was het een deeltje. Hoewel veel 
natuurkundigenn bij het woord quasideeltje niet aan een suikerkorrel denken zal ik 
hierr suikerkorrels als voorbeeld gebruiken, omdat het aan de hand van suikerkorrels 
eenvoudigg is om de definitie die ik net gegeven heb te illustreren. 
Alss we willen beschrijven hoe suiker van een theelepel valt dan is het handiger 
omm dit beschrijven met behulp van de 0 suikerkorrels dan met behulp van 
dee 0 moleculen waaruit, deze suikerkorrels zijn opge-
bouwd.. Als we echter willen beschrijven hoe suiker tijdens het roeren oplost in een 
kopp koffie dan is het duidelijk dat de suikerkorrels niet handig zijn voor de beschrij-
ving.. De suikerkorrels verdwijnen tijdens het roeren en om te begrijpen waarom 
dezee suikerkorrels oplossen is het beter om te gaan kijken naar de eigenschappen 
vann de moleculen waaruit suiker is opgebouwd. Van deze analogie leren we dat als 
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jee een poging doet gedrag van materie te beschrijven het verstandig is de juiste 
quasideeltjess te kiezen voor de beschrijving. 
Eenn ander voorbeeld van quasideeltjes zijn golven op zee. Dit voorbeeld ligt al 
veell  dichter bij het natuurkundige beeld van een quasideeltje. In een golf bewegen 
dee watermoleculen die de echte deeltjes vormen op en neer. De golf zelf beweegt 
echterr niet op en neer maar beweegt zich over het wateroppervlak. Dit noemt een 
natuurkundigee collectief gedrag, want het collectief van deeltjes toont nieuw gedrag 
datt elk van de deeltjes afzonderlijk niet, konden laten zien. Een ander voorbeeld is 
tee zien in voetbalstadions waar de supporters de 'wave1 doen. Supporters stellen nu 
dee deeltjes voor. De golf die zij maken trekt het stadion rond maar de supporters 
blijvenn op hun plek en bewegen alleen maar op en neer. 
Eenn andere belangrijke eigenschap van (quasi)deeljes is hun statistiek. De statistiek 
iss een regel voor het samenvoegen van (quasi)deeltjes. Op de theelepel met suiker 
lagenn veel suikerkorrels. Nu zouden we in principe van al deze suikerkorrels de 
positiee en de oriëntatie kunnen weergeven, waarbij we voor het gemak aannemen 
datt alle suikerkorrels dezelfde vorm hebben. Wat we dan zouden zien is dat er 
nooitt twee suikerkorrels op dezelfde plaats zitten. Dit gedrag heet fermionisch en 
correspondeertt met het uitsluitingsprincipe van Pauli: elke positie kan door ten 
hoogstee één korrel worden ingenomen. Voor golven op zee geldt een andere regel 
enn de statistiek die zij bezitten wordt bosonisch genoemd. Verschillende golven 
kunnenn zich te gelijkertijd op dezelfde plaats bevinden, ze kunnen door elkaar heen 
bewegenn en ze kunnen met elkaar samengaan in een grotere golf. 

N.. 1.2 Fractionele Quantum Hallsystemen 

Watt is een fractioneel quantum Hallsysteem? Om deze vraag te beantwoorden 
moetenn we eerst de halfgeleider structuren (hetero-structuren) presenteren die bij 
zeerr lage temperaturen (20mK — 4K) in fractionele quantum Hallsystemen te ver-
anderenn zijn door ze in een hoog magneetveld te plaatsen. 
Eenn heterostructuur is een dubbele boterham waarbij de sneetjes brood vervangen 
zijnn door twee verschillende halfgeleiders. Halfgeleiders vormen in de maatschappij 
vann vandaag een belangrijke klasse van materialen, o.a. omdat ze gebruikt wor-
denn voor het bouwen van computers. De reden dat computers van halfgeleiders 
gemaaktt worden is dat de eigenschappen van halfgeleiders goed en controleerbaar 
tee veranderen zijn. Een zuivere halfgeleider zal bijvoorbeeld slecht stroom geleiden 
maarr door nu de juiste onzuiverheden, electron donoren of electron acceptoren, in 
dee halfgeleider in te brengen wordt de halfgeleider geleidend. 
InIn een heterostructuur worden de onzuiverheden, electron donoren, dichtbij het 
grensvlakk tussen de twee halfgeleiders geplaatst. De onzuiverheden doneren elec-
tronenn aan de halfgeleider. In een normale halfgeleider structuur zouden deze elec-
tronenn door de hele structuur gaan bewegen, maar in een hetero-structuur gaan 
dezee electronen naar het grensvlak tussen de twee halfgeleiders. Door nu de hete-
rostructuurr steeds verder af te koelen zullen de electronen in hun beweging steeds 
meerr gehinderd worden en hun beweging beperken tot een steeds dunnere laag bij 
hett grensvlak. Als de temperatuur voldoende laag is zitten de electronen vastge-
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vrorenn aan het grensvlak. Hoewel ze nog steeds in het grensvlak kunnen bewegen 
zullenn ze het niet meer verlaten. De wereld van deze electronen is tweedimensionaal 
geworden. . 

Wordtt de heterostructuur ook nog in een sterk magneetveld gebracht dan kunnen 
dee electronen een nieuw soort gedrag gaan vertonen. Dit gedrag is het eerst waar-
genomenn in 1982 door Tsui, Störmer en Gossard en al snel daarna kwam Laughlin 
mett een interpretatie van deze waarnemingen. In afbeelding N. 1.1 zien we de 

B B 

II  \ D 

Figuurr N. 1.1: Halfgeleider structuur met vier meetpunten , een electronen bron 
(S)) en electronen afvoer (D). Niet getekend is het magnetische veld dat loodrecht 
opp het grensvlak staat. De afbeelding is ontleend aan [5]. 

heterostructuurr van boven. Aan de heterostructuur zijn vier meetpunten vastge-
maaktt waarvan drie een naam hebben gekregen, nl. A.B.C. Dan zijn er nog twee 
anderee contacten: de bron (S van het engelse Source) en de afvoer (D van Drain). 
Vanuitt de bron stromen electronen het systeem in waarna ze het via de afvoer weer 
verlaten.. De stroom loopt in de tegengestelde richting omdat de electronen een ne-
gatievee lading hebben en de stroom richting betrekking heeft op de stroomrichting 
vann positieve lading. De meetpunten (A.B.C) worden gebruikt om spanningsver-
schillenn te meten. Het spanningsverschil tussen A en C heet de Hallspanning (Vu) 
enn het spanningsverschil tussen A en B heet de longitudinale spanning (\'L)-

Alss er geen magneetveld aanwezig is dan is de Hallspanning nul. Is er wel een 
magneetveldd loodrecht op het grensvlak aanwezig dan zal er een Hallspanning over 
dee heterostructuur staan. Deze Hallspanning is het. gevolg van de Lorentzkracht die 
opp een bewegende lading in magneetveld werkt. Vanuit de klassieke beschrijving 
vann de Lorentzkracht verwachten we dat de Hallspanning op de volgende manier 

11 mm 
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vann de stroom (/) en het magneetveld (B) afhangt 

VVHH =CUiinIB (N. 1) 

waarbijj  Cnaii een constante is die bekend is als de Hallcoemcient. Uit deze verge-
lijkin gg kunnen we afleiden dat de Hallweerstand 

eenn lineaire afhankelijkheid van het magneetveld zal hebben. In werkelijkheid is 

Figuurr N. 1.2: De Hallweerstand pu weergegeven als functie van de magnetische 
veldsterktee B. afbeelding ontleend aan Willett et al.[83] 

hett gedrag echter verre van lineair zoals u zelf kunt zien in afbeelding N. 1.2 waarin 
dee resultaten van een meting van de Hallweerstand zijn getekend. In plaats van een 
rechtee lij n zien we daar een structuur met vele plateaus. Deze plateaus bevinden 
zichh waar de geleiding au = j - een eenvoudige oneven fractie, zoals | of | , van 

2 2 

hett fundamentele geleidings quantum ^- is. Het verschijnen van deze structuur 
heett het fractionele quantum Halleffect waarbij de naam van het effect, aangeeft 
datt we quantum mechanica in plaats van klassieke mechanica nodig hebben om 
hett te begrijpen. 
NuNu zijn we klaar voor een definitie van een fractioneel quantum Hallsysteem: De 
electronenelectronen in het grensvlak tussen twee halfgeleiders in een heterostructuur vormen 
eeneen fractioneel quantum Hallsysteem wanneer we ons in een meting van de Hall-
weerstandweerstand op het centrum van een fractioneel quantum Halleffect plateau bevinden, 
waarbijwaarbij de Hallgeleiding gelijk is aan een fractie van ^ 
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Het,, ontstaan van het fractionele quantum Halleffect, d.w.z., de formatie van pla-
teauss en het verloop van de overgangen tussen de plateaus, wordt verklaard door 
elegantee theorieën waarin de verschijnselen behorend bij wisselwerking op grote af-
standenn en die behorend bij wanorde gezamelijk beschreven worden. In dit proef-
schriftt bespreken we deze theorieën niet, maar concentreren we ons op de materie 
toestandenn zoals die voorkomen in fractionele quantum Hallsystemen. 

N.. 2 Eigenschappen van Quasideeltjes in QHS 

Dee quasideeltjes in fractionele quantum Hall systemen bezitten twee met elkaar ver-
wevenn bijzondere eigenschappen: fractionele lading en fractionele statistiek. Zoals 
wee zullen zien is er een mooie analogie voorhanden in het bekende speelgoed Lego 
waarmeee we deze twee begrippen kunnen illustreren. 
Fractionelee quantum Hall systemen bestaan uit sterk gecorreleerde electronen. Dit 
iss onder andere zichtbaar in de manier waarop electronen uit een quantum Hall 
systeemm naar een metalen naald in hun omgeving lekken. De Greenfunctie is de 
spill  van de beschrijving van deze lekstroom. We zullen laten zien hoe met behulp 
vann fractionele statistiek en nog een extra ingrediënt de Greenfunctie voor een 
fractioneell  quantum Hallsysteem gevonden kan worden. 

N.. 2.1 Fractionele Lading en Statistiek 

Hoewell  we denken dat de kleinste vrije ladingen in het heelal de negatieve electron-
ladingg —e en de positieve positronlading +e zijn is het toch zo dat de quasideeltjes 
inn fractionele quantum Hallsystemen een fractie van deze ladingen dragen. Een 
eenvoudigg voorbeeld laat zien dat het mogelijk is om in een systeem, waarvan de 
bouwstenenn een vaste grootte hebben, een patroon te maken waarvan de grootte 
eenn fractie is van die van de bouwstenen. 
Alss voorbeeld nemen we Lego-stenen met een lengte van drie noppen een breedte 
vann één nop en een vaste hoogte. Deze stenen zetten we één laag dik op een 
basisplaatt van één nop breed en N >̂ 1 noppen lang. In deze rij kunnen gaten 
gemaaktt worden die een omvang hebben van één derde van die van de Lego-stenen 
diee we gebruiken als bouwstenen, namelijk gaten van één nop groot. Als er nu 
weinigg gaten zijn en veel Lego-stenen dan is het handiger om te vertellen waar de 
gatenn zitten dan te vertellen waar alle stenen staan. In een dergelijke situatie is 
eenn beschrijving in termen van quasideeltjes (de gaten) korter en efficiënter. De 
gatenn in deze nieuwe beschrijving zijn nu "fractionele anti-stenen' en alleen als er 
opp drie naburige plaatsen een anti-steen aanwezig is, is er voldoende ruimte om 
zee door een steen te vervangen. Als onze Lego-stenen een lading van —e zouden 
bezittenn dan zou het natuurlijk zijn om met elke positie op de basisplaat, een lading 
+e/33 te associëren waardoor een basisplaat die volledig met stenen bedekt is geen 
ladingg zou bezitten. Met deze keuze zou een anti-steen een lading van e/3 bezitten. 
Ditt is de niet gecompenseerde achtergrong lading op een positie waar geen steen 
aanwezigg is. 
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Dee rij Lego-stenen geeft ons ook een eerste indruk van fractionele statistiek of, pre-
ciezerr van spectrum verschuivings statistiek. Deze statistiek is het hoofdonderwerp 
vann de hoofdstukken 'Spectral Shift Statistics' en 'Quasi-Particle Thermodyna-
mics\\ De statistiek van de stenen is direct gerelateerd aan het aantal manieren 
waaropp je M Lego-stenen in een rij op een basisplaat van N noppen lang kan 
plaatsen.. De Fermionische statistiek die we eerder besproken hebben zou in dit 
beeldd overeen komen met Lego-stenen van één nop lang en de gaten en de blokken 
zoudenn dan dezelfde omvang hebben. Bosonische statistiek zou niet in dit beeld 
passenn omdat we dan het opstapelen van meerdere Lego-stenen van één nop lang 
zoudenn moeten toestaan. Heeltallige spectrum verschuivings statistiek zou samen-
vallenn met Fermionische statistiek behalve dat de stenen meerdere noppen g lang 
zoudenn zijn. Fractionele spectrum verschuivings statistiek wordt verkregen door 
vann een beschrijving in termen van Lego-stenen naar een beschrijving in termen 
vann gaten over te stappen en dan het tellen van het aantal toestanden te beschrijven 
uitgaandee van het. aantal gaten. 

InIn de hoofdstukken waarnaar we eerder verwezen wordt grote aandacht besteed 
aann dualiteit. Deze dualiteit is eigenlijk niet veel meer dan zeggen dat het systeem 
vann Lego-stenen beschreven kan worden door het geven van alle posities van de 
Lego-stenenn of door het geven van de posities van alle gaten. Met weglating van 
enigee belangrijke subtiliteiten kunnnen we de dualiteitsrelatie die uit deze dualiteit 
volgtt uit onze analogie halen. Het is duidelijk dat er een relatie bestaat tussen 
dee gatendichtheid en de Lego-stenendichtheid. Nemen we een basisplaat van N 
noppenn lang dan zal deze lengte gelijk zijn aan het aantal gaten #(holes) plus g 
maall  het aantal Lego-stenen #(blocks), 

TVV - #(holes) + g #(blocks). (N. 3) 

Alss we nu alle termen door N delen en we noemen g #(holes)/Ar de gaten dichtheid 
nn (holes) en #(blocks)/Ar de Lego-stenen dichtheid n(blocks), dan krijgen we de 
volgendee relatie, 

<7-1n(holes)) = 1 — </rc(blocks). (N. 4) 

Dezee relatie vertoont sterke gelijkenis met relatie 3.26 in dit proefschrift. De 
(normalisatie)) constante die in de definitie van n(holes) opduikt kan niet worden 
verklaardd met deze analogie. In een fractioneel quantum Hall systeem kan deze 
constantee gerelateerd worden aan het minimale energieverschil tussen twee naburige 
gaten.. Dit energie verschil is niet l/g maar l/g2 maal het minimale energieverschil 
tussenn twee naburige electronen. 
InIn de bulk van het quantum Hall systeem wordt de rol van lengte van de basisplaat 
gespeeldd door het aantal magnetische fluxquanta. Een electron bezet bijvoorbeeld 
eenn oppervlakte corresponderend met drie fluxquanta. Wordt het hele tweedimen-
sionalee grensvlak van de heterostructuur op deze wijze gevuld met electronen dan 
iss het mogelijk om drie gaten te maken door een electron te verwijderen. Het 
iss ook mogelijk om een gat te maken door een extra fluxquantum aan het sys-
teemm toe te voegen. In onze analogie zou dit overeenkomen met het verlengen van 
dee basisplaat met één nop zonder het aantal Lego-stenen te vergroten. Voor de 
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randd van het quantum Hallsysteem is er geen natuurlijke Ar maar het blijkt dat 
dee fractionele statistiek kan worden gedefinieerd in kleine energieintervallen die op 
natuurlijkee wijze tot een definitie van Ar leiden. 

N.. 2.2 Verwijderen van Quasideeltjes 

Dee wisselwerking tussen een fractioneel quantum Hallsysteem en de buitenwereld 
kann vaak worden gezien als een combinatie van processen waarbij electronen het 
systeemm binnenkomen en/of verlaten. Een voorbeeld van een dergelijke wisselwer-
kingg is het lekken van electronen vanuit het systeem naar een metalen naald in 
dee omgeving. Voor het berekenen van deze lekstroom gebruiken we Greenfunc-
ties.. Deze functies geven tot op een constante na het aantal electronen g(e)Ae die 
inn het energieinterval [e, e + Ac) beschikbaar zijn voor deze lekprocessen. Verder 
hebbenn we voor deze berekening de waarschijnlijkheid W(t) nodig waarmee een 
beschikbaarr electron weglekt. 
Wanneerr het systeem waaruit de electronen weg zouden lekken zelf een metaal zou 
zijn,, dan zou de Greensfunctie g{t) eenvoudig gegeven worden door het produkt van 
dee bezettingsgraad n(e) van een toestand bij energie c maal de thermodynamische 
toestandsdichtheidd £>(c), 

g(e)g(e) = D(e)n(t). (N. 5) 

Dee bijdrage van de electronen in dit interval aan de lekstroom wordt gegeven door 

/ieakaSe(MM + Ac)) a W(c)D(e)ii{e)Ae. (N. 6) 

Dee lekstroom hangt ook af van de Greenfunctie van de naald, maar deze afhankelijkheid 
hebbenn we in onze notatie onderdrukt om onze argumenten eenvoudig te houden. 
Inn afbeelding N. 2.3 zien we de echte Greenfuncties en de naïeve benadering N. 
55 ervan voor een specifiek fractioneel quantum Hallsysteem. Deze afbeelding laat 
duidelijkk zien dat de naïeve benadering niet voldoet. De wisselwerkingen tussen 
dee electronen zijn zo sterk dat de vrije deeltjes beschrijving die de achtergrond 
vormtt voor de naïeve benadering volledig faalt. De electronen gedragen zich alsof 
zee aan elkaar geregen zijn. Trek je aan een electron dan komt de hele ketting van 
electronenn mee. In werkelijkheid trekken de electronen elkaar niet aan maar stoten 
zee elkaar af maar het effect is hetzelfde. 
Hett hoofddoel van de laatste hoofdstukken van dit proefschrift is om de Green-
functiess g(c) uit te drukken in grootheden zoals D(e) en n(e). In plaats van D(e) 
gebruikenn wij een verzameling matrixelementen D(e, {ei}, {èj}) die processen be-
schrijvenn waarin een electron beschikbaar komt voor weglekken na herschikking 
vann alle quasideeltjes die zich bij energien {ei} , {èj}  in het fractionele quantum 
Halll  systeem bevinden. In het eenvoudigste (fermionische) geval is alleen het qua-
sideeltjee dat het systeem binnenkomt of verlaat van belang en is het enige matrix 
elementt betrokken bij deze herschikking D(t). In dit geval kunnen we g(e) ont-
bindenn in D(c)n(e). In het algemeen is dit niet mogelijk en wordt g(e) verkregen 
uitt de matrix elementen door ze te vermenigvuldigen met de distributie functies 
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Figuurr N. 2.3: De naïeve benadering D(e)n(e) (onderste kromme) van de Green-
functiee g(e) (bovenste kromme)als een functie van de energie in eenheden [JCBT] 

voorr een specifiek fractioneel quantum Hall systeem. 

nnee-(ei)-(ei) en üh(ëj) en te sommeren over e, en ëj, 

g(e)=g(e)= J2 D(€,{ei},{ëj})ne-(€1)...ne-(eM)nh(€1)...nh(ëN). (N. 7) 

InIn principe zijn er oneindig veel matrixelementen, die bijdragen aan deze sommatie. 
Gelukkigg is het zo dat we verwachten dat met een klein aantal matrixelementen, die 
herschikkingsprocessenn van kleine aantallen quasideeltjes beschrijven, al een goede 
benaderingg van g(e) kan worden verkregen. 
Voorr de eenvoudigste fractionele quantum Hall systemen hebben we sterke aanwij-
zingenn gevonden dat deze verwachting klopt. In afbeelding N. 2.4 hebben we onze 
resultatenn weergegeven. We zien dat met de naïeve benadering in afbeelding N. 2.3 
dee exacte functie g(e) nu veel beter benaderd wordt. 
Hett formalisme dat is ontwikkeld in de laatste twee hoofdstukken kan worden ge-
bruiktt voor een uitbreiding van de quasi-deeltjes aanpak naar complexere fractio-
nelee quantum Hallsystemen en andere effectief ééndimensionale modellen. 
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Figuurr N. 2.4: Greenfunctie g(c): de gesloten kromme is het exacte antwoord de 
lossee punten zijn het resultaat van onze benadering, waarin matrixelementen beho-
rendd bij maximaal twee deeltjes herschikkingsprocessen in rekening zijn gebracht. 

N.. 3 Nieuwe Wijsheden 

Inn dit proefschrift hebben we aangetoond dat de fractioneel geladen quasideeltjes 
diee op de rand van een fractioneel quantum Hallsysteem leven spectrum verschui-
vingss statistiek bezitten. Bovendien hebben we, uitgaande van verdelingsfuncties 
voorr quasideeltjes en de matrixelementen van de juiste fysische operatoren, laten 
zienn dat het mogelijk is om goede benaderingen te vinden voor experimenteel re-
levantee grootheden in eenvoudige fractionele quantum Hall systemen. Hoewel een 
volledigg begrip van deze benadering nog ontbreekt, denken wij dat we haar validi-
teitt hebben aangetoond. Voor uitbreiding van de in dit proefschrift gepresenteerde 
aanpakk naar complexere fractionele quantum Hallsystemen of andere laagdimensi-
onalee sterk wisselwerkende systemen zijn verdere ontwikkelingen op het gebied van 
Jack-polynomenn en meer algemeen symmetrische polynomen nodig. Als vooruit-
gangg wordt geboekt op deze gebieden dan kan de quasideeltjes beschrijving in dit 
proefschriftt verder worden gestroomlijnd en daarmee een belangrijk stuk gereed-
schapp worden voor de analyse van sterk gecorreleerde electron systemen. 
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